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Preface 
 

                                              

 
This issue contains a part of the papers, 

presented at the 13-th International conference 
on Electron Beam Technologies (EBT 2018) 
that were accepted for publication in this issue 
of the scientific and technical journal 
,,Electrotechnica & Electronica E+E” after 
reviewing. 

EBT 2018 was held in hotels Estreya Palace 
and Estreya Residence, Resort "St. Constantine 
and Elena" in Varna, Bulgaria from 18 to 22 
June 2018.  This biannual meeting brings 
together physicists, chemists, material, 
mechanical and electronics engineers from 
universities, research institutions and industry, 
who are involved in various studies and 
applications of electron beam technologies and 
techniques. The conference has provided an 
excellent forum for exchange of expertise and 
forging human links. The conference gives the 
opportunity to find research project partners 
and to make business contacts. 

Electron beam technologies celebrate now 
near 70 years from the first realization of the 
first electron beam welding by the German 
physicist Karl-Heinz Steigerwald in 1949, who 
was at the time working on other electron beam 
applications. Steigerwald conceived and 
developed the first practical electron beam 
welding machine, which began operation in 
1958. In the same time in Ukraine and Russia 
B.E. Paton, O. K. Nazarenko end N.A. 
Olshanskiy also created the first prototypes of 
electron beam welding plants to make Sputniks.   

Electron beam welding, despite its long 
history and the widespread arc and laser 
technologies, is still widely used in industry. 

The main applications for this highly efficient 
welding process are: automotive, electronics, 
electrical engineering, aerospace and 
mechanical engineering industry.  

.  Here are the main advantages of EB 
welding: 

1. No gas contamination: There is no 
atmospheric gas contamination, because EB 
welding is done in vacuum.  This results in the 
cleanest welds with highest quality possible.  

2. Less distortion and shrinkage:  At EB 
welding the heat input is a well-controlled 
parameter. The EB spot size is very small, 
which results in a very narrow weld and very 
narrow heat affected zone (depending on the 
material). The minimal heat input results in less 
distortion and shrinkage of the welded 
construction. This is a major advantage for 
customers, since it allows finished parts to be 
welded without additional, post-welding 
processing. 

3. Excellent for refractory materials such 
as zirconium, titanium, niobium, hafnium and 
tantalum as well as nickel based super alloys. 
Since EB welding is performed in a vacuum 
chamber, it prevents the exposure to oxygen 
that can cause these welds to fail. Welding of 
chemically reactive at high temperatures metals 
is also possible. 

4. Will not damage heat-vulnerable 
materials:  Because of the low heat input of EB 
welding, temperature-sensitive parts as glass, 
semiconductors, crystals etc. can be located in 
proximity to the weld region. 

5. Ability to weld dissimilar metals: EB is 
a robust process for joining material with 



different melting temperatures, heat 
conductivities etc., as an example copper to 
stainless steel, and copper to nickel-based 
alloys including Inconels and Hastelloys, which 
would not be practical with other joining 
processes. Materials from dissimilar alloys can 
be joined side by side or with an overlap, 
providing performance not available from a 
single material. 

6. Flexible process: It is possible to weld 
materials of about 0.1 mm thick and up to 100 
mm thick (Steel) or 200 mm thick (Al alloy) 
with the same machine (at enough high 
focusing and power of the beam).  The process 
is versatile enough to handle very deep to very 
shallow welds by a single pass. 

7. Good for high volume, high quality 
welds:  EB welding technology has made leaps 
and bounds in productivity and accuracy in the 
recent past. The EB welding can be realized at 
very high speeds. Antechambers, welding at 
fore-vacuum and other techniques eliminate the 
pump down time. The seam tracking eliminates 
the high requirements for operator expertise and 
the desired quality of weld can be achieved. EB 
welding is now a very robust process. 

8. Automation:  EB welding is using CNC 
automation since the 1960s. In fact, some of the 
CNC EB machines that were built in the 1960s 
are still running today.  EB welding has proven 
longevity and it is a very stable and repeatable 
process. 

9. Reflective materials: Because the 
energy delivery system at EB welding consists 
of electrons, not photons, the EB can easily 
weld highly reflective materials like copper, 
platinum and Hastelloys. Most laser beams 
would bounce right off these materials. 

10. Highly efficient:  EB welding with deep 
penetrating beam is about 90 percent efficient – 
meaning that 90 percent of the input power is 
reaching the welded sample. That is more 
important for the welders rather than the 
customers. 

The global Electron Beam Welding 
Equipment market supports the growth, 
constraints, opportunities, and practicableness 
of the current investigations. Innovations and 
technological developments in the EBW 
machines and components are driving the 
market. Key companies are Mitsubishi (Japan), 
Sciaky (USA), EB Industries (USA), KTI, Inc. 

(USA), Red-D-Arc (USA), Advanced Vacuum 
Technology, Inc. (USA), Miller Machinery 
Corp (USA), Igm Robotic Systems (Austria), 
Alcam, Inc. (USA), Vacuum Furnace 
Engineering (UK), PTR eb (USA, Germany), 
Avic (China), Electron Beam Welding Inc. 
(USA), Tosei Electrobeam (Japan), Beijing 
Quanta Technology (China), Advanced 
Technologies Inc. (USA), Cambridge Vacuum 
Engineering (UK), Pro-Beam (Germany), 
Techmeta (France), Cupiw, Arcam AB 
(Sweden), and others. 

Despite the advantages and the wide use of 
EB welding, the complexity of the processes 
occurring at intensive EB interaction with 
material in the welding pool and with the 
vaporized material provokes various new 
researches. Now EB leaves the vacuum and this 
leads to many new problems. Micro-EB 
welding also provides new investigation areas. 
Details of the research on the improvement of 
EB machines and EB applications of various 
technologies, tests of useful new sensors and 
measuring techniques are included in the 
current issue of our Journal. 

 As Editors of this issue we hope that 
conference papers, published here, will provide 
the subscribers of ,,Electrotechnica & 
Electronica E+E” or the readers of university 
libraries new portion of actual information, 
concerning the science and applications of 
intense electron beams. We hope that the 
published papers will bring some ideas about 
new directions in their research and 
development fields.      

On behalf of the International Organizing 
Committee of the EBT 2018 and of behalf of 
the Editorial Board of the journal 
“Electrotechnica & Electronica” we express our 
thanks to all the participants and their 
Institutions for the contribution to the 
realization of the conference and the 
cooperation to prepare this issue.  

 
    Prof. Georgi Mladenov, 
    Assoc. Prof. Elena Koleva 
    Co-chairmen of EBT 2018 
    Editors of this issue  
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ELECTRON BEAM WELDING 
 

Technology of electron beam welding of pressure vessels made of steel 
30KHGSA 

Andrei P. Sliva, Aleksei L. Goncharov, Viktor K. Dragunov, Egor V. Terentyev 

 
Technology of manufacturing of welded structures from 30KhGSA steel for high-pressure vessels is 

developed. This technology provides qualitative formation of welded joints, including electron beam 
welding, heat treatment and ultrasonic quality control with using phased array and TOFD methods. 
Electron-beam welding conditions for imitators of welds with using of electron beam scanning along a 
circular trajectory are selected. They allow to obtain high-quality welded locking butt joints without 
formation of such defect as formation of peaks in the root of welded joint. Welded joints were put to 
tensile tests; also metallographic studies of weld metal structure, heat-affected zone and base metal were 
done. Characteristics of metal’s strength and plasticity in local zones of welded joint (metal of welded 
joint, heat-affected zone) are determined with the help of ball’s indentation. There was established that 
heat treatment of welds leads to more uniform distribution of mechanical properties. Metallographic 
studies and mechanical tests have shown that in the area of welded joint’s closure structure and 
mechanical properties are identical to metal of welded joint. 

Key words – electron-beam welding, microstructure, macrostructure, welded joints, non-
destructive testing methods, tensile tests, static tension. 

Технология на електроннолъчево заваряване на съдове за високо налягане, направени 
от стомана 30KHGSA (Андрей П. Слива, Алексей Л. Гончаров, Виктор Л. Драгунов, Егор В. 
Терентиев) Разработена е технологията на производство на заварени структури от 
стомана 30KhGSA за съдове под високо налягане. Тази технология обезпечава качествено 
формиране  на заваръчно съединение, използвайки ЕЛЗ, термообработка и качествен контрол 
на шева с ултразвук. Подбрани са параметрите на ЕЛЗ на имитатори на шева със сканиране 
на лъча по кръгова траектория. Те позволяват да се получи висококачествен край на шева, при 
заваряване на две плочи  с допрени краища, без да се формира дефект - пик в корена на шева.  
Шевовете бяха подложени на тестове на разтягане, металографски тестове на метала на 
шева, на термично-повлияната зона и на основния метал. Характеристики на якостта и 
пластичността на метала в локалната зона на шева (шева и термично-повлияната зона) са 
определени с помощта на топче. Установено бе, че термообработка на шева води до по-
равномерно разпределение на механичните свойства. Металургичните изследвания и 
механичните тестове показаха, че в края на шева микроструктурата и механичните 
параметри са идентични с тези на самия шев. 

 

Introduction 

High-strength steel 30KhGSA (С = 0.28 – 0.34%, 
Si = 0.9 – 1.2%, Mn = 0.8 – 1.1%, Ni < 0.3%,  

Cr = 0.8 – 1.1%, Cu < 0.3%, Fe ≈ 96%,                 
S < 0.025%, P < 0.025%), developed in All-Russian 
Institute of Aviation Materials for manufacturing of 
power welded structures in aircraft construction, is 

now actively used in other industries for 
manufacturing of critical welded structures working at 
oscillatory loads at low temperatures [1]. For example, 
in the oil and gas industry this steel is used in the 
manufacture of welded pressure vessels, and it should 
be noted that typical form of limiting state of such 
vessels is destruction or damage as a result of crack’s 
development. Usually these cracks originate in welded 
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joints or in heat-affected zone [2-4]. Therefore, 
improvement of quality and reliability of welds, made 
of 30KhGSA steel, is still an actual problem for today. 

The main problem of obtaining high-quality welds 
from steel 30KhGSA is increased tendency to 
cracking as a result of appearance of nonequilibrium 
quenching structures in welded joint and heat-affected 
zone (martensite, bainite) with high hardness and low 
plasticity, as well as high welding stresses. In the case 
of arc welding of rigid connections, as well as large-
thickness joints, it is recommended to use pre-heating 
or concurrent heating up to 250 – 350 °C temperatures 
[5] and intermediate heat treatment operations [6] to 
prevent the formation of cold cracks [6], but these 
operations  are also not always ensure high 
productivity and quality of welded joints. Using of 
electron beam welding (EBW) makes it possible to 
obtain welded joint of large thickness for one pass 
with a small heat-affected zone and minimal welding 
deformations. So we can reduce the probability of 
crack formation and weld without pre-heating or 
concurrent heating. In addition, vacuum protection of 
weld pool contributes to increased reliability of 
welded joints, because it eliminates the appearance of 
such defects as pores and slag inclusions. Also, it 
should be noted that for electron-beam welding no 
special cutting of the edges is required, and weld 
metal has a chemical composition identical to base 
metal, since the process of welding is performed 
without participation of filler metal [5, 7]. 

The purpose of this work is to develop a 
technology of electron beam welding and quality 
control of lock welded joints of cylindrical shells with 
joint thickness of 14 mm made of 30KhGSA steel.  

Method of study 

In the absence of pre-heating, welding rate directly 
determines cooling rate of metal and thereby 
determines structure of weld and heat-affected zone 
after electron-beam welding. High-strength steels, 
which include 30KhGSA steel, with a thickness of 
welded edges up to 20 mm can be welded by means of 
an electron beam without using of pre-heating at 
speeds up to 25 meters per hour [5, 6]. 

Electron-beam welding was produced at electron-
beam plant with an EBA-40I power complex (with 
accelerating voltage of 60 kV) at a speed of 15 meters 
per hour. Selection of welding conditions (beam 
current Ip, focusing current If) was carried out on 
plates 22 mm thick for the given welding rate. 
Focusing current was selected in such a way as to 
obtain the maximum penetration depth with these 
parameters. It is established that at a beam current of 

Ip = 80 mA and at a focusing current of If = 765 mA, 
maximum penetration depth reaches 22 mm, however, 
formation of peaks in the root of welded joint could be 
observed at such welding conditions (this defect is 
typical for electron-beam welding with deep 
penetration). The reason of formation of such defect is 
small size of steam and gas channel at the root of 
welded joint and high rate of metal’s crystallization, 
(that’s why these peaks are also called «cold shutter»). 
In the presence of such defect variations in the 
penetration depth can reach considerable value [5] and 
cause periodically occurring non-melting in the root of 
welded joint during the process of locking butt joints 
welding. 

To reduce the variation in penetration depth, 
various types of beam scanning; they realized with the 
help of magnetic deflection systems [5, 8]. In this 
case, electron-beam scanning along a circular 
trajectory with a frequency much higher than proper 
frequencies of oscillations of weld pool and vapor-gas 
channel was used. Such frequency makes it possible to 
change distribution (smooth it out) of power density in 
the heating spot. Depth of penetration is reduced up to 
18 mm at scanning amplitude of 0.5 mm and reduced 
up to 16 mm at scanning amplitude of 1.0 mm. Width 
of welded joint increases up to 2.1 and 2.5 mm, 
respectively. To form a welded joint with parallel 
walls and rounded root, smooth out stresses in welded 
structure and reduce probability of appearance of root 
defects, welding mode with scan amplitude of 1.0 mm 
at a frequency of 500 Hz was selected. However, to 
increase the penetration depth up to 18 mm, beam 
current was increased up to 90 mA, which was 
necessary to ensure weld penetration of joint at a 
depth of 14 mm and to avoid the influence of possible 
deviations from the parameters of welding regime on 
the quality of welded joint. In this case root part of 
welded joint will be in the ledge of locking butt joint 
and will not affect on the strength of welded structure. 

Since the conditions of the formation of welded 
joints on the plates and on the product with 
circumferential weld are significantly different, some 
weld simulators have been welded for checking 
selected regimes and performing metallographic and 
mechanical tests. Technology of welding simulators 
and products included preparation of the joint 
(cleaning, rubbing, etc.), demagnetization, and 
assembly of welding parts with the help of a special 
device that ensures reliable fixation of welding parts 
relative to each other. After that, prepared assembly 
was installed in technological equipment, which 
ensured attaching and rotation of welded structure in 
vacuum chamber. Then after monitoring axial and 
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radial run-out, prepared assembly was loaded into 
vacuum chamber. Before the process of electron-beam 
welding beam was pointed to the joint with the help of 
video surveillance system, which allowed to control 
the joint by signals of secondary electron emission, 
and also tack welds of welded joints by means of an 
electron beam were carried out. Tack welds were 
carried out in two stages: on the first stage 4 tack 
welds, which length was 30 mm, were carried out at a 
current of 20 mA, and on the second stage tack welds 
were carried out with displacement of 45° relatively to 
the first at a current of 40 mA. Process of electron-
beam welding of welded joint included: smooth exit to 
welding mode, carrying out of the main part of welded 
joint, ring closure at the zone of exit to welding mode, 
overlapping of the joint and smooth exit from welding 
mode. Then welded structure was kept in a vacuum 
chamber for 12 hours, and after this time heat 
treatment was carried out (tempering during 2 hours at 
a temperature of 650 °C). 

Different samples from simulators were prepared 
for tensile tests, carrying out of metallographic 
studying of weld metal, heat-affected zone and base 
metal structures, and also studying of mechanical 
properties of various zones of welded joint with using 
of non-destructive testing methods. 

Microstructure was studied with using of an optical 
microscope, called ZeissObserverZ1m. Prepared 
micro-section was etched in a 5% solution of nitric 
acid in ethyl alcohol during 5 – 10 seconds for 
detection of its microstructure. 

Evaluation of mechanical properties of welded 
joints was carried out by means of tensile tests of 
welded joint and by measuring of hardness. Tests of 
standard cylindrical five-fold samples with nominal 
diameter of its working part d0 = 6 mm were carried 
out by means of stretching in accordance with State 
Standard № 6996-66 “Welded joints. Methods for 
determining of mechanical properties” (Russia).  

Samples were cut out from base metal in the state 
as it was received and after heat treatment, as well as 
from welded joint in transverse direction relatively to 
welded joint, in the state after welding and after heat 
treatment. Welded joints on samples, which were cut 
out from welds, were placed in the middle of working 
length of these samples. 

Tensile tests of welded joint make it possible to 
determine strength characteristics only at the weakest 
point of welded joint and give an indirect evaluation 
of plasticity characteristics of welded joint as a whole. 
Therefore, for more detailed study of mechanical 
characteristics in local zones of welded joints, non-
destructive testing method was used, based on ball’s 

indentation into metal surface.  
During these tests, special hardness characteristics 

were determined, such as hardness at the yield 
strength HB0.2 and hardness at the yield stress HBB, 
according to which offset yield stress σ0.2 and ultimate 
tensile stress σВ [9, 10] meanings were calculated 
accordingly. These tests were carried out on certified 
device MPEI-T7. 

For determination of plasticity characteristics, such 
as relative ultimate uniform elongation δp and relative 
final narrowing δ5, were used following correlations: 
δр = f(HB2.5/187.5/5) and δ5 = f(HB2.5/187.5/5) (they 
were obtained in Moscow Power Engineering Institute 
(MPEI). Mechanical characteristics were determined 
at 7 – 9 points, located in different zones of weld on 
each of three samples. 

 
Fig. 1.  Weld’s macrostructure after heat treatment. 

Welding mode: Ip = 90 mA, If = 765 mA, welding rate        
V =15 meters per hour, frequency of scanning  
f = 500 Hz, amplitude of scanning A = 1.0 mm. 

All studies were carried out on three samples-
micro-sections, which were cut out from the weld in 
transverse direction relatively to welded joint. Sample 
No. 1 was cut out from the weld of steel in the state as 
it was received, and samples № 2 and № 3 were cut 
out from the weld after its heat treatment (sample № 3 
was cut out from re-melting zone). 
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Fig. 2. Structure of various zones of the weld, 100х.

Besides that, Vickers hardness HV5 distribution 
was examined in each of samples (step of this 
examination was equal 0.5 mm) in three different 
cross-sections of welds: at the top of welded joint, in 
the middle and at its root. 

For control the quality of welds were used such 
ultrasonic non-destructive testing methods, as control 
with using phased arrays and control by means of 
Time of Flight Diffraction (TOFD) method. 

Method of control with using phased arrays was 
chosen due to limited area of ultrasonic transducer 
location on the surface of monitoring objects. This 
method allows to carry out control at the angle of 
entry from 35° to 75° without moving transducer 
relatively to the center of weld. The echo-pulse mode 
of phased arrays is based on reflection of sound wave 
from defect, so weld cracks, which are located at some 
angle to wave’s front, can’t be detected by this 
method. 

TOFD-method has a higher sensitivity, it allows to 
determine different geometric parameters of defects 
more accurately and to reveal vertically oriented weld 
cracks, located both along and across welded joint. 
This is achieved due to the fact that TOFD-method is 
based on the principle of diffraction, and defect’s 
orientation does not affect on the amount of energy 
entering the receiving channel [11]. However, TOFD-
method can’t be used as the main and only method 
due to methodical limitations and presence of dead 
zones near control surface and bottom surface. 

The main features of using such tandem control 
(echo-pulsed method of control with using phased 
arrays and TOFD-method) are: ability to achieve high 
accuracy in measurement of geometric parameters of 
defects; independence of defect detection from its 
angular position; rejection of defective zones both by 
amplitude criterion and by size of discontinuity flaws; 
high control rate; digital recording, documentation and 
storage of monitoring results. 

For echo-pulsed method of control with using 
phased arrays 16-element converter X2-PE-
5.0M16E0.6P with frequency of 5 MHz and 
piezoelectric element pitch of 0.6 mm was used. Prism 

tilt angle was 31°. To determine the parameters of 
TOFD-method, recommendations [12], as well as 
results of computer simulation of control process in 
the ESBeamTool program, were taken as a basis. 

Sensors with frequency of 5 MHz, diameter of 6 
mm and angle of beam’s entry 60° were used for 
control by means of TOFD-method. 

Control of welded joints was carried out by means 
of HarfangVEO system. Adjustment of search and 
rejection levels for echo-pulsed method of control 
with using phased arrays was carried out with using of 
a specially made calibration sample with two lateral 
cylindrical apertures (their size was 1.5 mm in 
diameter). 

Results of the study 

Studying welded joint has a dagger shape of weld 
penetration zone, which is typical for electron-beam 
welding (see Fig. 1). Its penetration depth reaches 21 
mm and width of welded joint is 2.4 mm in its middle 
part. Length of heat-affected zone is approximately 
equal 1.6 mm in the middle part and about 1.0 mm 
near the root of welded joint. 

Investigation of microstructure was carried out for 
various zones of welded joint: in base metal, in heat-
affected zone and in metal of welded joint. Fig. 2 
shows a panoramic photo of these zones (center of 
welded joint is on the left in it). 

 
a  b  c 

Fig. 3.  Structure of base metal (а), heat-affected zone (b), 
metal of welded joint (c) after electron-beam welding, 500х. 
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Structure of base metal is represented by grains of 
ferrite and quasi-eutectoid mechanical mixture (see 
Fig. 3), which is typical for this steel grade. It should 
be noted that in the structure of base metal there are 
nonmetallic inclusions, which size is 10 – 30 μm. 
They are stretched along the direction of deformation 
(see Figs. 2, 3a, 3b). 

In heat-affected zone and in welded joint under the 
influence of welding thermal cycle, phase 
transformations occur, leading to appearance of 
quenching structure (see Fig. 3b, c). In the zone, 
which was heated above Ac3 line, a complete 
hardening takes place, and as the distance from the 
fusion line increases due to heating up to temperature 
interval between Ac1 and Ac3 lines, incomplete 
quenching occurs. It leads to a smooth decrease in 
hardness to the level of base metal. It is useful to note 
that in the metal of welded joint there are no 
nonmetallic inclusions, which were found in base 
metal (apparently this is due to the effect of vacuum 
re-melting during the process of electron-beam 
welding). 

Heat treatment of welds after welding leads to 
decrease in the hardness of weld metal and heat-
affected zone and to disintegration of quenching 
structures in the weld and heat-affected zone, 
furthermore, unlike the structure after welding, zones 
in the weld become difficult to distinguish. This fact is 
associated with formation of homogeneous metal 
structure. Microstructure of base metal remains 
virtually unchanged after heat treatment. 

Microstructure of heat-affected zone and weld 
metal consists of the decomposition products of 
quenching structures presented by dispersed quasi-
eutectoid mixture and inclusions of carbides. 

Figure 4 shows distribution of hardness in cross-
section of the joints. It can be seen from the graphs 
that in the weld without heat treatment metal of 
welded joint has a higher hardness compared to base 
metal: 550…580 HV5 and 290...310 HV5, 
respectively. Samples № 2 and № 3, which were cut 
out from the weld after heat treatment, are 
characterized by more uniform hardness distributions. 
For both welds hardness of base metal and metal of 
heat-affected zone is 225...250 HV5 and hardness of 
welded joint’s metal is 270...290 HV5. 

Results of tensile tests of welded joint are 
presented in Table 1. From the results presented, it 
follows that metal in the state as it was received has 
higher strength characteristics than thermally treated 
metal, but lower values of plasticity characteristics. 

It turned out, that all samples, which were cut out 
from welds, were destroyed in base metal after tests. 

Table 1 
Mechanical characteristics of welds, made of 30KhGSA 

steel, obtained by elongation (average values are 
presented). 

Samples 
Mechanical characteristics 

σ0.2, kg/mm2 
σВ, 

kg/mm2 
δр, % δ5, % ΨК, % 

State 
Cut-out 
place 

Without heat 
treatment 

Base metal 82.1 98.1 7.7 13.0 46 
Weld 84.5* 99.4 5.8* 11.8* 47 

After high-
temperature 
tempering 
(650 °С, 2 
hours) 

Base metal 57.6 78.1 11.7 22.6 60 

Weld  58.5* 78.8 9.8* 18.7* 61 

* in accordance with GOST 6996 these characteristics 
are not subject of definition and have only presentation 
nature. 

 
Fig. 4. Hardness distribution (HV5) at medium cross-

sections of welded joints: a – sample № 1 (without heat 
treatment); b – sample № 2 (after heat treatment). 

As a result of determination of mechanical 
properties by means of non-destructive testing 
method, it was established that metal of welded joint 
exhibits high values of ultimate tensile stress σB and 
yield stress σ0.2, while it has low plasticity – its values 
δp are less than 5%, and δ5 values are less than 10%. 
Distribution of the characteristics of strength and 
plasticity in the weld after heat treatment is more 
uniform – strength of the metal of welded joint, and in 
a lesser extent of the base metal, has significantly 
decreased. Thus, for example, in sample № 2 in 
comparison with sample No. 1, ultimate tensile stress 
of base metal decreased by an average of 21%, and 
ultimate tensile stress of welded joint’s metal 
decreased by an average of 51%. For sample № 3 
temporary resistance decreased by an average of 23% 
and 48%, respectively. Plasticity of metal after heat 
treatment has significantly increased, as evidenced by 
high values of δp and δ5, which are higher than for 
sample № 1, and equal to 10 and 20%, respectively. In 
all samples the lowest values of plasticity are achieved 
in the metal of welded joint. Comparison of 
mechanical properties, which were obtained by 
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methods of stretching samples and ball’s indentation 
into their metal surface, is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 shows a fairly good coincidence of the 
results obtained by compared methods. Both for metal 
in the state as it was received and for metal after heat 
treatment, values of σ0.2, δр and δ5, obtained by 
methods of stretching samples and ball’s indentation 
into base metal’s surface, are exactly the same. 
Difference between σB values, determined by 
stretching and indentation, is 3...6%. 

Table 2 

Characteristics of strength and plasticity for 30KhGSA 
steel, obtained by methods of stretching samples and ball’s 

indentation into metal surface 

State Method 
Mechanical characteristics 

σ0.2, 
kg/mm2 

σВ, 
kg/mm2 

δр, % δ5, % 

Without 
heat 
treatment 

Elongation 81.1…83.1 98.0…98.3 7.6…7.9 12.3…13.7 

Indentation 81.0…86.0 93.8…94.7 8.0…9.0 12.0…13.0 

After high-
temperature 
tempering 
(650 °С,  
2 hours) 

Elongation 57.4…57.8 77.2…79.3 11.6…11.9 20.9…24.3 

Indentation 57.0…59.0 73.8…74.0 11.0…13.0 22.0…24.0 

 
During the process of welds’ testing such defects 

as cracks, fistulas, lacks of penetration, pores were not 
found. In some areas on the TOFD defectogram there 
were single diffraction signals from the structure of 
welded joint, which was subsequently confirmed by 
metallographic studies. 

Conclusions 

Electron-beam welding technology for products 
made of 30KhGSA steel with joint thickness of 14 
mm is developed. This technology makes it possible 
to obtain high-quality welded joints for one pass 
without pre-heating and concurrent heating. 

As a result of metallographic studies and 
mechanical tests it has been established that formation 
of quenching structures with high hardness during 
welding occurs in the metal of welded joint and in the 
metal of heat-affected zone. Such heat treatment of the 
welds as high-temperature tempering (temperature is 
equal 650 °C, heating for 2 hours) leads to hardness 
leveling over cross-section and obtaining a more even 
distribution of strength and plasticity characteristics. 
This fact contributes to increase in the operability of 
welds. Welded joints, both after welding and after 
heat treatment, were destroyed in base metal during 
tensile tests. 

Coincidence of the results of determination of 
mechanical characteristics by methods of stretching 

samples and ball’s indentation suggests the possibility 
of using the latter to study distribution of main 
characteristics of hardness, strength and plasticity of 
the metal in local zones of welds. 
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EBW technology of combined bandage of high-speed electric machine 
rotor 

Victor K. Dragunov, Andrey P. Sliva, Egor V. Terentyev, Alexey L. Goncharov,          
Artem Yu. Marchenkov, Maxim A. Portnov 

 
Welding technology for the high-speed rotor combined bandage made of dissimilar ferromagnetic 

and paramagnetic alloys is developed. The possibility of high-quality welded joints obtaining with the 
free weld root formation using the electron beam welding with the saw-edged beam scanning is shown. 
Metallographic researches and necessary mechanical tests of explored weld joints are performed. The 
possibility of weld joint strength raise up to 98% of 36NKhTYu alloy strength on account of heat 
treatment and contact hardening is shown. 

Keywords – electron-beam welding, combined bandage, dissimilar welding, through 
penetration, mechanical properties. 

ЕЛЗ технология на комбиниран бандаж на ротора на високо-скоростна електрическа 
машина (Виктор Л. Драгунов, Андрей П. Слива, Егор В. Терентиев, Алексей Л. Гончаров, 
Артем Ю. Марченков, Максим А. Портнов) Разработена е заваръчна технология на високо-
скоростен роторен бандаж от различни феромагнитни и парамагнитни сплави.  Показана е 
възможността за получаване на заваръчен шев с високо качество, със свободно формиран 
корен, ако се използва ЕЛЗ с пилообразно сканиране на лъча. Направени са металургични 
изследвания и необходимите механични тестове на изследваните заваръчни шевове.  Показана 
е възможността за нарастване на якостта до 98% от якостта на 36NKhTYu сплав поради 
топлинната обработка и контактното затвърдяване. 

 

Introduction 

Electric machines with permanent magnets have 
always captured the attention and continue to attract 
the attention of engineers-developers of electrical 
equipment due to the simplicity of the design, the 
contactlessness of the electromagnetic part, the 
relatively high mechanical strength of the rotating 
elements, the absence of power loss for excitation. 
The use of rare-earth permanent magnets with high 
magnetic energy makes it possible to reduce 
significantly the electric machines mass and overall 
dimensions, which makes them competitive in 
comparison with electromagnetic excitation electric 
machines, and also considerably exceeding them in 
mass and energy parameters [1, 2]. However, the low 
mechanical strength of rare-earth permanent magnets 
under conditions of the rotor high rotation frequency 
forces to use of special bandages. 

Bandage for high-speed rotors is usually made in 
the form of an all-metal shell of non-magnetic 
materials. However, a solid bandage whose thickness 
in electric turbo machines can reach 7...8 mm 

significantly increases the non-magnetic gap of the 
electric machine, which, in its turn reduces the 
effective magnetic field induction in the air gap and 
requires an increase of inductor permanent magnets 
dimensions. To overcome this disadvantage, it is 
proposed to produce combined welded bandages (Fig. 
1) containing sections 1 (pole shoes) made of a 
magnetically soft material (EP517 steel) and sections 
2 (inter-pole space) made of a paramagnetic alloy 
(36NKhTYu alloy). Table 1 shows the chemical 
composition of the used materials.  

      Taking into account the tough operating 
conditions, strict requirements for mechanical 
properties are imposed on welded joints. In particular, 
under the given operating conditions for the proposed 
bandage construction, the welded joint yield strength 
must be at least 0.9 relative to the yield strength of the 
36NKhTYu alloy. Since the heated above 800 °C 
36NKhTYu alloy is intensively softened due to over-
aging, the minimum width of the heat-affected zone 
must be ensured during welding. At the same time, the 
problems of dissimilar metals combining are 
associated with significant differences in their melting 
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points, density, coefficients of linear expansion, 
thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity, as well 
as crystallographic characteristics [3]. 

 
Fig. 1. Bandage construction of the high-speed: 1 - 

ferromagnetic segment (EP517 steel); 2 - paramagnetic 
segment (36NKhTYu alloy). 

Table 1 
Chemical composition of the used materials 

 

EP517 steel 
(according to 

Russian standard 
TU 14–1 –2902–80) 

36NKhTYu alloy 
(according to Russian state 
standard GOST 10994–74) 

C 0.13 – 0.18 < 0.05 

Si ≤ 0.5 0.3 – 0.7 

Mn ≤ 0.5 0.8 – 1.2 

Cr 11.0 – 12.5 11.5 – 13 

Mo 1.35 – 1.65 - 

Ni 1.7 – 2.1 35 – 37 

V 0.18 – 0.3 - 

P ≤ 0.03 ≤ 0.02 

S ≤ 0.015 ≤ 0.02 

W 0.65 – 1.0 - 

N 0.02 – 0.08 - 

Nb 0.2 – 0.35 - 

Ti - 2.7 – 3.2 

Al - 0.9 – 1.2 

 
Various methods are used to produce combined 

products from dissimilar materials, but the most 
common are arc welding, surfacing and soldering. The 
main disadvantages of these methods consist in low 
strength of joints, large sizes of high graded 
composition zones, limited number of materials which 

are suitable for joining. In most cases, these 
disadvantages can be eliminated by using electron-
beam welding technologies, which usually provide for 
a minimal volume of remelted metal, low 
deformations of the products and sufficient weld joint 
strength (close to the strength of the welded 
materials). 

Thus, the goal of this work is the development of 
the combined bandage electron-beam welding 
technology, which provides a proper level of strength 
of the welded joint. Use Times New Roman Font. Try 
to follow the font sizes specified in Table 2, as best 
you can. 

Table 2 

The main technical characteristics of the electron beam 
installation AELTK-12-244 

№ Parameter Unit Value 

1 
Accelerating 

voltage 
kV 60 

2 
Electron beam 
current range 

mA 1…650 

3 
Electron beam 

maximum power 
kW 40 

4 
Bombardment 
current range 

mA 10…50 

5 

Instability of 
accelerating 

voltage, not more 
than 

- +0.1% 

6 
Welding current 

instability, not more 
than 

- +0.5% 

7 
Beam focusing 
current range 

mA 400…999 

8 
Working distance 
between gun and 
welded surface 

mm 100…500 

9 
Vacuum chamber 

volume 
m3 12 

10 
Operational 

pressure 
mm Hg 10-4 

 
To obtain the specified bandage sizes, the 

dimensions of the segments blanks were increased by 
1 mm per radius for machining after the EBW 
operation. Thus, the thickness of the welded joint was 
6 mm. To improve the technological efficiency, save 
expensive materials, and also taking into account the 
small penetration depth, the application of a free root 
formation welding was proposed. Based on the data 
described in [4], the welding speed, which ensures 
free formation of the seam root, was chosen equal to 
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60 meters per hour (m/h). 
To obtain the specified bandage sizes, the 

dimensions of the segments blanks were increased by 
1 mm per radius for machining after the EBW 
operation. Thus, the thickness of the welded joint was 
6 mm. To improve the technological efficiency, save 
expensive materials, and also taking into account the 
small penetration depth, the application of a free root 
formation welding was proposed. Based on the data 
described in [4], the welding speed, which ensures 
free formation of the seam root, was chosen equal to 
60 meters per hour (m/h). 

Preliminary selection of welding modes was 
carried out on 6 mm thick EP517 steel plates. The 
beam current value, sufficient to full plate penetration 
at the defined welding speed was found by calculation 
methods. After that, the focusing lens current was 
selected experimentally and the electron beam current 
value was corrected. 

To increase the stability of the welded joints 
formation, namely, to reduce the recess depth at the 
seam top, an electron beam scanning was used. 

The scanning frequency and amplitude were 
experimentally selected. Thus, it was established, that 
beam scanning with a frequency of 170 Hz and 
amplitude of 1.5 mm made it possible to stabilize the 
formation of the seam root and provide the minimal 
recess depth at the seam top. The EBW mode with 
beam scanning is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 
EBW mode of plate made of EP517 steel at a speed of 60 
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After that, the EBW of 6 mm thick plates made of 

EP517 steel and 36NkhTYu alloy in the selected 
mode was performed. The obtained welded joints 
were used for metallographic researches and 
mechanical tests. Herewith, some of the plates were 
examined immediately after welding, and the rest – 
after the heat treatment. The heat treatment was 
carried out in a Nabertherm P330 muffle furnace in a 
tempering mode of 650 °C with a 3-hour exposure and 
air cooling. The regime was chosen based on the 
literature data, describing the features of the structural 
transformations in welded alloys. 

The preparation of microsections was carried out 

according to a standard procedure. The cutting of 
blanks for microsections was made on a cutting 
machine Buehler AbrasiMatic 300. The cut pieces 
were then pressed into the EpoMet compound on the 
Buehler SimpliMet 1000 hot pressing machine. The 
pressed samples were grinded on a Buehler EcoMet 
250 machine and then polished using diamond paste 
and polishing suspensions. 

Electrochemical etching was carried out in a 10% 
solution of oxalic acid in water. To investigate the 
microstructure of the welded joint an optical 
microscope Zeiss Observer Z1m was used. 

Tensions tests to determine the mechanical 
properties of welded materials and welded joints were 
carried out on the universal testing machine Instron 
5982 with a strain rate Vdef = 2 mm/min in accordance 
with Russian state standard GOST 1497-84 "Metals. 
Methods of tensile testing". Tests to determine the 
mechanical properties of the 36NkhTYu alloy and 
EP517 steel were carried out on flat samples with a 
nominal thickness h = 5 mm. To determine the 
ultimate strength of the welded joints they were also 
tested by static tension in accordance with Russian 
state standard GOST 6996-66 (ISO 4139-89) "Welded 
joints. Methods for determination of mechanical 
properties”. 

In such tests, the ultimate strength of the weld joint 
weakest part as well as the rupture location of the 
welded joint are determined. The tensile samples were 
cut in a transverse direction and contained all weld 
joint zones, which are the weld metal, the heat 
affected zone and the base metal. In this paper, tests of 
dissimilar welded joints of 36NkhTYu alloy to EP517 
steel were carried out on flat samples with a nominal 
thickness h = 5 mm, as for the base metal tests. 

The Vickers hardness HV10 distribution over the 
cross-section of the welded joint was determined on 
an automated Instron Tukon 2500 in accordance with 
Russian state standard GOST 2999-75 "Metals and 
alloys. Method for measuring hardness by Vickers”. 

Results 

Metallographic researches and mechanical tests of 
welded joints of 36NkhTYu alloy to EP517 steel 
showed no internal defects such as pores or cracks. 
The most dangerous defects in this case are lack of 
fusion caused by errors in the beam adjustment or by 
beam deflection under the thermoelectric currents 
magnetic field impact. 

EP517 steel is known as martensitic steel with 
carbide hardening. It was established during the 
metallographic researches that in the heat affected 
zone the martensitic transformation occurs. On the 
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other hand, in the heat affected of 36NKhTYu alloy 
supersaturated γ-phase is formed. The weld metal has 
a structure of supersaturated austenite with inclusions 
of carbides and intermetallic compounds, located 
mainly along the grain boundaries (Fig. 2a). It was 
also founded, that while the weld joint heat treatment 
both in the weld metal and in the heat affected of 
36NKhTYu alloy a hardening γ'-phase formation 
occurs (Fig. 2b). 

The results of tension tests of the samples cut from 
welded materials, as well as from weld joints before 
and after heat treatment are shown in Table 4, which 
shows the average values of the main strength and 
ductility characteristics. The destruction of all welded 
samples, both in the state after welding and after the 
heat treatment, passed along the weld metal. 

 a) 

 b) 

Fig. 2. Microstructure of weld metal before (a) and after 
heat treatment at 650°C for 3 hours (b), x1000. 

Tension tests of welded specimens showed that the 
welded joint strength is determined by the strength of 
the weld metal. This suggestion was confirmed during 
the indentation testing of welded joints. Fig. 3 shows 

the distributions of the Vickers hardness values in the 
cross sections of welded joints. 

Table 4 
Mechanical properties of welded materials and their 
welded joints (WM - welded material with the least 

strength; HT – heat treatment) 

Sample 
group 

Ultimate 
tension 

stress RU, 
MPa 

(% of WM) 

Yield stress 
R0.2, MPa 

(% of WM) 

Ultimate 
uniform 

elongatio
n δU, % 

Elongatio
n before 
rupture 
δF, % 

36NKhTYu 
alloy 

1237 990 10 13 

EP517 steel 987 797 7 15 

Weld joint 
(without 

HT) 
742 (75%) 677 (85%) - - 

Weld joint 
(after HT) 

869 (88%) 780 (98%) - - 

 
Tension tests of welded specimens showed that the 

welded joint strength is determined by the strength of 
the weld metal. This suggestion was confirmed during 
the indentation testing of welded joints. Fig. 3 shows 
the distributions of the Vickers hardness values in the 
cross sections of welded joints. 

It should also be noted that the yield point of the 
welded joint was sufficiently increased after the heat 
treatment and reached the level of 98% relative to the 
yield strength of the 36NKhTYu alloy that meets the 
stated requirements. 

After the metallographic researches and 
mechanical tests the EBW of bandages was 
conducted. The assembly of the bandages was carried 
out from the segments using the tooling shown in Fig. 
4. After assembly, spot tack welds were made using 
argon arc welding, and then bandages were 
demagnetized and installed in a rotator. Since the 
construction of the band was quite rigid, the additional 
tack welds with an EBW were performed at a beam 
current of 20 mA in 3 points with a length of 10 mm 
for each point. Due to the possibilities of the electron 
gun moving and installing the assembly in the rotator, 
the EBW of all 4 joints was carried out in one 
installation. The appearance of the bandage after 
welding is shown in Fig. 5. 
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 a) 

b) 

c) 

Fig. 3.  Scheme of welded sections indentation (a) and the 
distribution of Vickers hardness HV10 in cross sections of 
welded joints after welding (b) and after the heat treatment 

(c); СШ - weld seam; ЗТВ – heat affected zone. 

 
Fig. 4. Equipment for the combined bimetallic bandage 

assembly for the EBW; 1 - clamping nut; 2 - shim; 3 - lock 
ring; 4 - shaft, 5 – 36NKhTYu alloy segment; 6 – EP517 

steel segment. 

 a) 

b) 

Fig. 5. Bimetallic bandage after the EBW; a – main view; b 
- side view. 

a) 

 b) 

Fig. 6.  Macrosection of the bimetallic bandage welded 
joint (a) and a macrostructure photo, x50 (b). 
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To control of the welded joint structure, the 
bandage edges were grinded, polished and etched. The 
macrosection of the welded joint is shown in Fig. 6. 
The width of the weld in its middle part was about 1.4 
mm. 

The results discussion 

The use of a high welding speed at EBW in 
combination with the use of saw-edged beam scanning 
allowed obtaining of high-quality welded joints with 
free root formation. The high welding speed leads to a 
seam width reduction and a crystallization rate 
increase, so that suitable conditions for the free seam 
formation were created. The use of a saw-edged beam 
scanning leads to oscillatory processes stabilization in 
the steam channel and in the weld pool and increases 
the quality of the welded joints. 

While heat treatment, the strength of the weld metal 
and the HAZ rises due to γ'-phase formation, whereas 
in the HAZ of the EP517 steel the quenching 
structures dissolution occurs, as a result of which the 
mechanical properties are smoothed over the weld 
joint generally. 

The weld metal has the lowest strength In the 
construction of the bandage. Quenching from the 
liquid state makes it possible to increase the strength 
properties due to the subsequent aging by a 
considerable amount. Despite the possibility of weld 
metal strength increase due to optimization of the heat 
treatment parameters and regulation of weld chemical 
composition the increase to the base metal strength 
level is not possible due to various mechanisms of 
welded materials hardening. 

However, it is important to note that while tensile 
testing of welded joints with narrow and soft seams, 
the strength characteristics of the weld joint are 
determined, not of the weld seam metal. The point is 
that in the case of transverse deformation of a welded 
joint with a soft interlayer (seam), the seam first is 
involved into a plastic deformation, the development 
of which will immediately be impeded by the adjacent 
sections of the stronger metal zone, since they continue 
to work in the elastic deformations region. 
Containment of plastic deformation of the soft 
interlayer is due to the fact that the transverse 
deformation coefficient during material plastic strain is 
certainly greater than the value of the transverse 
deformation coefficient during elastic strain. This leads 
to the complex stress state, which acquires a volume 
character and, ultimately, significantly affects the 
strength and plasticity. Especially strong restraint of 
plastic deformation will be manifested in the 
concentrated deformation area of the sample, which 

appears in the soft zone of welded joint. This restraint 
is associated with a rapid increase in transverse 
deformations. But as a result of this restraint, the local 
thinning in the soft metal formation will occur with a 
delay in time and with a greater level of average 
tensile stresses, which will mean an increase in the 
strength of the soft interlayer [5, 6]. 

Considering that the weld seams on real rotor will 
work under conditions of contact hardening, the actual 
structural strength of the bandage will be determined 
by the values of the characteristics obtained during the 
tensile tests. It should also be noted that the intensity 
of contact hardening depends significantly on the 
thickness of the soft interlayer [5, 6], i.e. in this case - 
the width of the weld. Thus, it can be assumed that 
further increase in the strength of the welded joint is 
possible due to a reduction in the width of the weld. 

Conclusions 

The use of EBW with free root formation makes it 
possible to obtain high-quality weld joints of EP517 
steel with the 36NKhTYu alloy, and the saw-edged 
beam scanning allows stabilizing the formation of the 
weld and reducing the amount of undercut at the top 
of the seam. 

Heat treatment at a temperature of 650 °C for 3 
hours makes it possible to increase the yield point of 
the welded joint to a level of 98% relative to the yield 
strength of the 36NKhTYu alloy. The increase in 
strength occurs due to the release of the γ'-phase. 

Investigated welded joints obtained by EBW are 
characterized by a small seam width and high values 
of seam shape ratio, which creates favorable 
conditions for intensive contact hardening of the seam 
during deformation of the metal by tension. 
Apparently, further increase in the strength of the 
welded joint is possible due to a reduction of the weld 
width. 
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Mass production welding of die-cast aluminium alloys by electron 
beam 

Daniel Drimal, Frantisek Kolenic, Lubos Kovac 

 
This contribution presents the solution of technological aspects in mass production of die-cast 

aluminium alloys as well as the design of new modules necessary for successful dealing with production. 
The welded parts are made of near eutectic aluminium alloy AlSi10Mg(Fe) / EN AC-43400 by high 
pressure die-casting process. Materials by its chemical composition and narrow solidification range do 
not represents significant problem from weldability point of view. Major problem is material 
contamination caused by the die-casting process. Several procedures were proposed to eliminate the 
problem of reduced weldability. Except for technological problems this contribution presents the concept 
design of mass production welding machine which is based upon experiences of welding process 
optimization.  Special attention is payed to design of welding machine modules such as discharge 
protection module and module for online monitoring and recording welding process parameters. 
Application of discharge protection module increase welding process stability and allow prolongation 
the electron gun maintenance time. Module for online monitoring and recording allows implementation 
of Quality Management processes required by automotive industry. 

Keywords – electron-beam welding, die-cast aluminium alloys, discharge protection, high-
productivity. 

 

Introduction 

Aluminium and its alloys represent a very specific 
material with exceptional utility properties. Owing to 
these properties aluminium and its alloys are applied 
in a wide spectrum of industrial production for 
example in the food industry, metallurgy, aerospace 
industry, automotive industry etc. 

Alloying of aluminium allows creating diverse types 
of alloys with desired properties for a wide spectrum of 
applications. Due to this fact the issues regarding 
aluminium weldability are relatively complicated. From 
the material viewpoint it is affected mainly by 
following characteristics: 

- presence of surface layer of aluminium oxide 
results in deteriorated wettability and presence of 
gases and inclusions in the weld,    

- high thermal conductivity causes an intense heat 
removal from the welding zone,  

- relatively high thermal expansion causes greater 
distortions from welding, 

- hydrogen content in alloy causes porosity of 
welds, 

- a wide solidification interval causes the 
segregation processes of alloying elements and 
hot cracking as well.  

In welding Al alloys, the problems with porosity 

and weld cracking are more or less encountered. 
Porosity in weld metal can be caused by many factors. 
Among the most important belong gases and 
inclusions in the base metal and air humidity in the 
surface layer of aluminium oxide which is formed 
immediately at the contact with the air. Increasing the 
temperature of melt pool and prolonging the time 
during which the weld metal remains in liquid state 
may efficiently suppress the risk of pores formation. 

Main technological problems 

The problem consisted in solving the welding 
process of heat exchangers produced from high 
pressure die casted aluminium alloy AlSi10Mg(Fe) / 
EN AC-43400 (Table 1). The exchanger is assembled 
of two components due to manufacturability. Both 
parts are connected together by weld in the 
circumferential area. The cover is welded to the heat 
exchanger ribs by T-joint. Both welds (in the ribs area 
and circumferential are) have to be gas tight. Ribs 
width in the weld area is 2 mm. Cover thickness in 
circumferential joint is 2.5 mm. The cover thickness 
in the T-joints is reduced to 1.5 mm (Fig. 1). 

It is necessary to provide sufficient long time to 
degassing a weld pool with regard to increased gases 
solubility in the casting. The increased gases solubility 
is caused by metal solidification in conditions under 
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elevated pressure. The approach of using higher 
welding speeds and multi-pass welding was chosen 
because of limited head capacity of the ribs. This 
approach in combination with asymmetric beam 
deflection patter and beam current pulsation provides 
conditions suitable for achieving required tightness 
and quality of the welds. 

Table 1 
AlSi10Mg(Fe) / EN AC-43400 nominal chemical 

composition in wt. % 

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Ni 

9.0 - 11.0 0.45 -  0.9 0.10 0.55 0.20 - 0.50 0.15 

 

Zn Pb Sn Ti 
Others 

Al 
Each Total 

0.15 0.15 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.15 Rest 

 

 
Fig. 1. Weld joint geometry. 

It is necessary to provide sufficient long time to 
degassing a weld pool with regard to increased gases 
solubility in the casting. The increased gases solubility 
is caused by metal solidification in conditions under 
elevated pressure. The approach of using higher 
welding speeds and multi-pass welding was chosen 
because of limited head capacity of the ribs. This 
approach in combination with asymmetric beam 
deflection patter and beam current pulsation provides 
conditions suitable for achieving required tightness 
and quality of the welds. 

The weld joints metallographic examination has 
proved sound welds without significant amount of 
pores or shrinkage cavities (Fig. 2). Base material has 
casted structure with fine dendrites of α-phase. The 
eutectic (α-phase + Si phases) is located in the 
interdendritic spaces. Microstructure of cover and heat 
exchanger body shows difference only in the fines of 
microstructure. Heat affected zone is narrow. Weld 
metal has similar dendritic structure than base material 
Weld metal structure is finer with increased α phase 
content (approximately 80%). 

The craters presence was randomly observed in 
weld metals for various casting batches (Fig. 3). The 

crates were caused by metal eruption due to presence 
of impurities. Surface was coloured near the crater, by 
vapours originated form impurities probably. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of T-joint of AlSi10Mg(Fe), 

 
Fig. 3. Crater in weld of contaminated materials. 

The chemical composition of welded aluminium 
alloy should not cause problems during welding from 
the metallurgical point of view. The alloy contains the 
elements with high vapour pressure such as Mg and 
Zn. Their content is quite low, although their 
distribution may not be homogenous.  

The welding trials by using alloy with increased 
Mg and Zn contents were performed for comparison. 
The wrought Al alloy Al4,5ZnMg1 (EN AW 7020) 
was used for experiments. The welded T-joints have 
identical geometrical configuration that was used for 
die cast alloy. The welds performed with Al4,5ZnMg1 
did not contained craters and the weld joints contains 
minimum porosity contents (Fig. 4). 

Since no addition material does not enter the 
electron beam welding process material contamination 
has to be caused before welding. 

Chemical and metallographic analysis of base 
material and weld joints does not provide relevant 
evidence or indication about source of contamination. 

The comparative tests were performed for 
identification of possible contamination sources.  
Monitoring of different melting and casting 
parameters such as casting temperature, inoculation of 
melt, alloy gas contents did not exhibit significant 
influence if they are hold in reasonable values. Over 
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and above they will not cause colourization of surface 
around craters. The production operations utilizing 
some possible contaminants were determined by 
process analysis. As relevant contamination sources 
were identified followed processes: 

1. High pressure die casting – piston lubrication 
fluid 

2. High pressure die casting – mould agent for 
preventing casting stick to the mould 

3. Mechanical machining - cutting fluid 
4. Cleaning and washing after machining – 

detergent 

 
Fig. 4. Structure of T-joint of Al4,5ZnMg1. 

All liquids were provided by casting supplier. The 
samples were new without contamination or thermal 
degradation. Samples of various possible 
contaminates were introduced into the T-joint and 
subsequently were subjected to electron beam welding 
process. The effect of various fluid upon weld quality 
is showed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The following 
outcomes were stated based upon achieved results. 

Detergent had small influence upon weld surface 
quality, similar to the cutting fluid.  The mould agent 
exhibit more intensive influence upon weld surface 
quality. Deterioration of surface quality was not at the 
level for inconvenient quality. Deposition of piston 
lubrication fluid into the weld area caused eruption of 
weld metal associated with occurrence carbon scale 
around and colorization of surface near the defect. 
Therefore the modifications of casting process with 
limitation of amount of piston lubrication were agreed 
with the castings supplier. 

The requirements for single purpose mass 
production welding machine was specified based upon 
earned findings and experiences.  

- Massive positioning system that allows high 
velocity welding process with regard to alloy 
weldability and high productivity.  

- Provide the maximum welding process stability 
and protection of individual modules against 
exposure of spatter and intensive vapours 
generation form process. 

- Welding process parameters recording for 
purpose of back check and identification of 
contingent defect causes. 

 
Fig. 5.  Surface of the weld joints contaminated by different 

fluids a) piston lubrication fluid; b) mould agent; cutting 
fluid; d) detergent. 

 
a)    b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 6.  Comparison of weld joint macrostructure a) with 
cutting fluid; b) piston lubrication fluid; c) without 

contamination 

Concept of high production EB welding 
machine 

In the design of high-productivity EB welding 
devices designed to weld the components made of dye 
casted aluminium alloys, the specific characteristics of 
the welding process must be respected. Especially 
when continuous welding 7 days a week in three-shift 
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operation is expected.  
To achieve maximum output, the EBW machine 

concept was chosen with one welding and two 
adjacent vacuum chambers. The auxiliary vacuum 
chambers are connected to the welding chamber by 
means of two plate vacuum valves with an internal 
diameter of 500 mm (Fig. 1). The concept of the 
solution assumes that in the welding chamber during 
non-interrupted production a permanent vacuum better 
than 5×10-2 Pa will achieve. Both auxiliary vacuum 
chambers are equipped with a vacuum-tight lid. The 
lids are controlled by separate pneumatic systems. In 
the open state of the lid at atmospherics pressure, it 
allows comfortable loading and unloading of the 
weldments. In the closed state of the lid the auxiliary 
vacuum chambers can be pumped to a pressure better 
than 3×10-1 Pa by a separate vacuum pump system.  
Design of high production EB welding machine is 
shown Fig. 7. 

. 

Fig. 7. The concept of high production EBW machine. 

Vacuum welding chamber is made from carbon 
steel. Front wall of the chamber can be removed for 
installation and maintenance purposes. Chamber is 
designed for vacuum level 10-3 Pa. Back wall of the 
chamber is determined for installation of powerful 
diffusion pump with angle valve and electric, water 
and hydraulic feedthrough. Electro-pneumatic vacuum 
valves DN 500 are mounted on the side walls of the 
chamber and separate auxiliary vacuum chambers 
from welding chamber. On the top of the welding 
chamber electron gun with visualisation and 
lightening systems is placed.  

Auxiliary vacuum chambers made from carbon 
steel serves for loading/unloading of welded parts 
into/from welding tools. This concept enables that 
while loading/unloading parts for example into/from 
right auxiliary chamber, the pieces from left auxiliary 
chamber are just welded in welding chamber. And 
vice versa. Opening and closing of the lid of auxiliary 
chambers will be realised from the top side by means 
of electro pneumatic lifting device. 

Positioning table x – y is located on the inner 
bottom wall of the welding chamber. Its function is to 
pick up loaded trolley with welding tool from 
auxiliary chambers, realise welding of the parts, which 
are clamped in welding tool and after welding insert 
trolley into the same auxiliary chamber. Positioning 
accuracy is ± 0.1 mm at welding speed up to 100 
mm/s (Fig. 8). 

Welding tool is designed for clamping and fixing 
of two pieces of die casted heat exchangers.  The 
concept is based on the assumption, that on first 
weldment tacking and welding on the ribs will be 
done and on the second weldment circumferential 
welding will be realised so that one complete piece of 
heat exchanger will be welded. Due to the fact, that 
we need to weld 4 different types of heat exchanger, 
one fully controlled trolley in each auxiliary chamber 
we will be use. For each type of heat exchanger, a new 
platform with the clamps, fitted for just determined 
type will be designed and manufactured. These 
platforms will be simply fix to the trolley. Changing 
of the welded type will take only several minutes. 

. 

Fig. 8. Design of the kinematic part of the high productive 
welding machine. 

Beam generation system creates the necessary 
power supplies that provide reproducible and stable 
operation of the electron gun. It consists of the 
following parts: 

a) High voltage power supply with stabilised and 
regulated output voltage from 30 up to 60 kV, output 
power 15 kW. 

b) Auxiliary power supplies and control circuitry 
for power and control of the electron gun. 

Beam generation system can work at manual 
operation mode or in automatic mode. In manual 
operation mode Omron PLC module is used for 
setting and control. In automatic mode setting and 
control of output beam generation system parameters 
is realised by industrial computer.  

Technical parameters of the power block: 
 Magnitude of accelerating voltage regulated 

from 30 kV up to 60 kV. 
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 Adjustable output power up to 15 kW. 
 The stability of the accelerating voltage is ± 

1.0% peak-to-peak, ripple max. 1% and the 
reproducibility ± 1.0%. 

 The stability of the needed welding current is ± 
1% peak-to-peak; ripple 2% and reproducibility  
± 0.5%. 

 Focusing current stability is ± 0.8%, ripple pp 
0.5% and reproducibility ± 0.5%. 

During welding a lot of spatter, organic and metal 
vapours are released from the weld pool. This can 
greatly reduce the resilience of the beam generating 
system against the breakdowns in the electron gun. 
From this reason electronic discharge protection 
(EDP) is integrated into beam generation system. The 
principal function of discharge protection is illustrated 
in Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 9. The function of discharge protection. 

 
Fig. 10. Replaceable protection of inner parts of the gun by 

high productive welding. 

 
The main attention at solution of discharge 

protection (EDP) was paid to speeding-up the 
discharge detection by a simultaneous sensing of more 
parameters of electron beam generator, which would 
allow a faster reaction to eliminate the unfavorable 
effects of discharge, related to fabricated welded joint. 
This prevention has attained in our solution the 
parameters of discharge detection on the level up to 
100 microseconds and the overall time for welding 
process renewal from 6 ms up to 10 ms, depending on 

time, setting for recombination of ions after 
breakdown.  

Triode electron gun EG 15 operates with long life 
LaB6 or tungsten cathodes. In this device electron 
beam is generated, focused, deflected and controlled. 
The electron gun is equipped with a focusing 
magnetic coil, which ensures sharp focus the electron 
beam onto welding joint. It also contains a system of 
static and dynamic deflection of the electron beams 
for electron beam technological movements. For 
protection of the inner part of the gun against metal 
vapour and sputter, the electron gun is placed in 
higher distance to the weldment (300 mm) and also 
the diameter of the opening be optimized see Fig. 10. 

These measures allowed a seven-day continuous 
operation in three-shift operation. After seven days 
several hours of servicing for cathode replacement, 
replacement of gun internal parts protection, scanning 
of sensors, lubrication and general inspection of the 
device is necessary. The vacuum welding chamber is 
permanently pump to the pressure 5×10-2 Pa. Pressure 
measuring in vacuum chamber and electron gun will 
ensure vacuum gauge type MAXI GAUGE.  

Welding, focusing and deflection current are 
programmable for each welding sections. The system 
allows on line record of important welding parameters 
(more than 15 parameters). All measured parameters 
can be stored in Data base and edited off-line.  
Standalone software allows data output in tabular 
form. Moreover, graphically shows the time course of 
the monitored welding parameters and their absolute 
values (Fig. 11). For off-line analysis of welding 
parameters, it is possible to select any combination of 
measured process parameters. Off line analysis of the 
scanned parameters makes it possible to determine the 
cause of the defects produced in the welding joint and 
optimized all welding parameters.  In Fig. 11, we can 
see a record of the y-axis position, velocity in y-axis, 
time course of welding current and vacuum in the 
vacuum chamber during welding. 

 
Fig. 11. Off-line analyses of four recorded welding 

parameters. 
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Conclusions 

The most suitable method for welding of a given 
type of material is electron beam welding in high 
vacuum. Welded joints achieve good mechanical 
properties, they have acceptable surface formation. 
Applying multipass welding with appropriate beam 
oscillations the weld joints have a solid structure with 
minimum number of closed defects guaranteeing the 
tightness of the weld joint. One can observe also the 
occurrence of transverse deficiencies, which in most 
cases arise from the explosion of the welding pool due 
to the locally increased concentration of organic 
impurities in the welded cast. The quality and 
tightness of the welding joint can be restored by a 
specific procedure of repair welding. All parts of the 
machine are designed for 3 shift working cycle. Life 
time of welding tool is limited up to 100 000 welded 
pieces. One-week maintenance works each three 
months is expected. Life time of welding chambers, 
auxiliary chambers and valves is up to 10 years.  

Maximum production of the machine is more than 
100 000 pcs a year. For calculation average welding 
time 140 s and manipulation time 60 s was taken into 
account. 
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Optimization of EB keyhole welding of aluminum to titanium 
alloy 

Petr Havlík, Jan Čupera, Jan Kouřil, Ivo Dlouhý, Rudolf Foret 

 

In directly keyhole electron beam welding of Ti/Al alloys the heterogeneous interfacial reactions 
were found in the weldments. The intermetallic brittle phases (e. g. Ti3Al) formed at the weld joint  
and affected mechanical properties. To improve the homogeneity, change of electron beam offset and 
using of filler metal were studied. The effects of attempts were investigated by structural analysis, 
analysis of chemical composition and by hardness measurement. The results indicate that the 
modification of welding process from directly electron beam welding to electron beam welding-
brazing process was more beneficial than using of filler metal. 

Keywords – electron beam welding, Al alloy AA6061-T651, Ti alloy Ti6Al4V, microstructure, 
EDS analysis. 

 

Introduction 

The joining of titanium alloys with aluminum 
could have a major application in the aerospace and 
automotive industry were high strength to weight ratio 
is the basic requirement. The increasing demands of 
manufacturing industries have resulted in a 
commercial interest in techniques capable of welding 
metal combinations that were previously thought to be 
unweldable. Although the joining of dissimilar alloys 
within the same family is readily accomplished using 
fusion welding processes (e.g. carbon steel to stainless 
steel), the effective joining of materials from different 
alloys is a great represent challenge to the materials 
engineering [1]. However, successful welding of 
titanium and aluminum alloys is challenge due to the 
differences in physical, chemical and metallurgical 
properties between the two alloys. The key issue is the 
formation of brittle intermetallic compounds (IMC) in 
Ti/Al joints [2].  

The melting points of Ti and Al are 1667 °C and 
660 °C, respectively. This wide difference in the 
melting points between the two metals leads to the 
difficulty joining by fusion welding processes. 
Moreover, the phase diagram of Ti-Al [3] shows a 
terminal solid solubility towards the Al side, whereas 
a solid solution up to about 12 at. % Al can be 
obtained towards Ti-rich alloy. Therefore, depending 
on the composition, the IMC, namely Ti3Al, TiAl and 
TiAl3, can be formed in the fusion zone during 
welding. As Al melt first by fusion welding, Ti 
dissolves in it and forms mostly TiAl3. It has low 
strength compared with TiAl and Ti3Al and almost no 

ductility up to about 620 °C. The formation of IMC 
thus leads to embrittlement and decrease in the 
mechanical properties. Therefore, the formation of 
IMC is undesirable during welding [4, 5].  

Undesirable formation of IMC can be resolved by 
other joining techniques (e.g. riveting, clinching and 
screwing). However, these techniques require 
additional machining and use of extra material which 
could increase the resulting weight. The successful 
welding of lightweight Ti/Al structures requires the 
precision control of welding process during the 
formation of IMC phases occurred [5]. In recent years, 
lot of experiments about Ti/Al welding were already 
done. Jiangwei et al. [6] carried out diffusion welding 
of Ti/Al alloys, Dressler et al [7] used friction stir 
welding and Majumdar et al. [4] performed crack-free 
Ti/Al welds by CO2 laser. Direct keyhole laser 
welding of Ti/Al alloys was published by Tomaschuk 
et al. [8]. Further possibility is using of modified 
welding methods. Bang et al. [9] presented gas 
tungsten arc welding supported by hybrid friction stir 
welding of Ti6Al4V/AA6061-T6 alloys. Chen et al. 
[10] improved the reaction at Ti/Al interface by laser 
welding-brazing process. These methods relate to the 
effort to reduce dilution of base metals (BM) to avoid 
formation of IMC phases.  

Electron beam (EB) welding appears to be suitable 
alternative for welding of Ti/Al joints. EB welding as 
well as laser beam welding brings several advantages. 
Among the benefits of EB welding belong high 
density (up to 107 W/cm2), presence of vacuum, high 
welding speeds and precise control of welding 
process. The high energy density is required for 
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welding in keyhole mod. Keyhole mode allows 
formation of deep and narrow welds with limited 
deformation. High welding speeds leads to small 
interaction zone which promote high thermal 
gradients. Thermal gradients could affect the amount 
and type of emerging phases and could reduce mixing 
and diffusion phenomena of BM. Furthermore, the 
differences in thermophysical properties of welded 
materials could be diminished by offsetting of EB into 
one of BM. The resulted strength of joint depends on 
the thickness of IMC layer at the Ti/Al interface [8, 
11].  

Nevertheless, publications about EB welding of 
titanium to aluminum are limited. The weldability of 
Ti alloy Ti6Al4V and Al alloy AA6061 was studied in 
resented paper. The main objective was minimized 
dilution of BM by shifting EB into one of BM and by 
using of filler metal. The interface between Al and Ti 
alloys were analyzed in more details.  

Experimental materials and procedures 

For the experiments, Al alloy AA6061-T651 
(6061) and Ti alloy Ti6Al4V (Ti64) were selected as 
BM. BM were delivered in form of sheets with 
thickness 8 mm (6061) and 8.5 mm (Ti64). Surfaces 
of samples were in same height during experiments. 
Chemical composition of BM is shown in Table 1. 
Structure of heat treated 6061 alloy (Fig. 1) was 
formed by large grains of α-Al solid solution, complex 
Q phases (Al-Mg-Si-Cu-Fe-Mn) and hardening β 
phases (Mg2Si). Ti64 alloy was delivered in mill 
annealed condition with structure formed by equiaxed 
grains of α phase with small amount of β phase (Fig. 
2). 

Table 1 
Chemical composition of BM (in wt. %) 

 Al Cu Mg Si Fe Mn Ti 
6061 Bal. 0.24 1.11 0.72 0.45 0.14 0.01 

 Ti Al V Fe O C N 
Ti64 Bal. 6.46 4.11 0.21 0.17 0.007 0.004 

 
Several approaches were tested in order to limit the 

formation of IMC. At firstly, the Ti/Al weld was 
performed without any modification (sample A). 
Influence of EB deviation into one of the BM was 
evaluated on samples B - D. The filler material in the 
form of thin Cu foil was used on sample E in order to 
reduce dilution of BM. EB welding was performed out 
by universal chamber machine K26 (EBG 60 – 150) 
from Pro-Beam company (Germany). The oscillation 
frequency of EB (f = 500Hz) was used during welding 
all samples. EB was focused on the surface of welded 

materials. EB was focused 3 mm below surface of 
welded materials in the case of sample E. Samples A – 
C were welded with lower accelerating voltage (Ua) 
in order to reduce the evaporation of alloying 
elements, especially from aluminum alloy. On 
samples D and E was used higher Ua which reduced 
the divergence of EB and size of FZ. For the same 
reasons, smaller diameter of EB spot was used on 
these samples. The remaining parameters used during 
the experiments are shown in Table 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of 6061 alloy. 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of Ti64 alloy. 

Table 2 
Parameters of EB welding 

sample 
Ua 

[kV] 
Ib 

[mA] 
v 

[mm/s] 
Øspot 

[mm] 
offset 
[mm] 

A 80 30 15 0.25 0 
B 80 30 15 0.25 0.3 (Ti) 
C 80 30 15 0.25 0.3 (Al) 
D 120 20 15 0.20 0.4 (Al) 
E 120 13 10 0.20 0 

 
Samples for the metallographic analysis were 

ground, polished and etched in Kroll’s reagent (2 ml 
HF, 8 ml HNO3 and 92 ml distilled H2O). 
Microstructure analysis were carried out using by 
Zeiss Axio Observer Z1m light microscope. The 
scanning electron microscope Zeiss Ultra Plus 
equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) detector Oxford was used for further evaluation 
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of microstructure and chemical composition. 
Microhardness measurements (HV0.1) across the 
weld joints were carried out on Leco LM 274AT 
device. 

Results and discussion  

During macroscopic evaluation of sample A, the 
several individual areas were observed: aluminum 
base metal (Al-BM); aluminum weld metal (Al-WM); 
titanium base metal (Ti-BM); titanium heat affected 
zone (Ti-HAZ) and bulk of intermetallic phases 
(IMC). The similar results (Fig. 3) were observed on 
sample B and C, where was used offset of EB.  

 
Fig. 2. Influence of EB offset on macrostructure of Ti/Al 

welds: a) 0.3 mm to Al, b) 0 mm and c) 0.3 mm to Ti.  

The diameter of EB spot and EB offset were 
insufficient to reduce dilution of BM. Although 
Tomaschuk [8] used high energy laser beam in 
combination with high welding speed to reduce the 
interaction time of molten BM on welded samples 
with thickness 2 mm. In the case of welding thicker 
sheets, high EB energy and welding speed v = 15 
mm/s still allows formation of IMC in the upper part 
of weld. Due to rapid solidification were presented 
pores in Al-WM which originated from entrapped 
vapors of alloying elements [12].  

EB offset could controls proportion of individual 
areas in dissimilar Ti/Al welds, especially IMC and 
Ti-HAZ. However, nor in one case was not observed 
the continuous bulk of IMC across the entire weld 
thickness. It was caused due to different melting 
temperatures and thermal conductivity of BM. 
Therefore, upper part solidified after reaction of liquid 
Al and liquid Ti (L-L reaction). Lower part solidified 
during reaction of liquid Al and solid Ti (S-L 

reaction). In this part of weld, Ti64 was heated by 
thermal diffusivity of 6061 alloy during thermal cycle 
of EB welding – EB welding-brazing process was 
occurred [2]. Amount of bulk IMC in Al-WM 
decreased with EB offset to 6061 alloy (0.3 mm to Ti: 
35.11% → 0 mm: 26.05% → 0.3 mm to Al: 15.35%). 
The greatest amount of IMC was reduced when EB 
was shifted by 0.3 mm into Al-BM (Fig. 3a). 
However, the cracks were emerged inside IMC when 
this offset was used. 

Based on these results, the 0.4 offset into Al-BM 
was used on sample D (Fig. 4a). With this setting, EB 
brazing process was occurred in the entire thickness of 
the weld. Only Al-BM was melted and the formation 
of IMC was suppressed. Only isolate pores were 
observed inside Al-WM which were the same origin 
as the pores on samples A – C. 

 
Fig. 3. Macrostructure of Ti/Al welds: a) 0.4 mm offset to 

Al and b) sample E. 

The use of filler metal in the form of thin foil did 
not lead to satisfactory results (Fig. 4b). Cu foil did 
not prevent the formation of IMC. Moreover, dilution 
of BM with filler metal caused sample breakdown 
during metallographic preparation. That indicates 
significant embrittlement of Ti/Al weld joints in 
comparison with welds without filler metal. Using of 
Cu foil support entrapping of pores in the fusion zone 
– up to 18% of the total weld area. 
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Fig. 5. Results of EDS analysis across Ti/Al welds: a) sample A and b) sample D.

Fig. 5 presents results of EDS analysis across the 
weld joints. It is evident that concentration of Al in 
Al-WM was close to concentration in Al-BM. 
Significant dilution of BM occurred only in the case 
of set an inappropriate EB offset (Fig. 5a). These 
conditions support formation of bulk IMC. The 
dilution of BM was reduced when the EB offset was 
set more than 0.4 mm (Fig. 5b). Under these 
conditions the concentration of main elements was 
also at the same level in BM.  

Evaluation of Ti-HAZ revealed microstructure 
identical with autogenous Ti EB welds. 
Microstructure was changed from α + β into mixture 
of martensitic α‘ phase, acicular αac. phase and rest of 
undissolved phase β. Microstructure was fully 
transformed into martensitic structure at interface 
where L-L reaction occurred (Fig. 6a). Influence of 
EB offset was more pronounced on the microstructure 
and chemical composition of IMC phases. The 
chemical composition of observed IMC gained from 
EDS spot analysis is shown in Table 3. Type of IMC 
phases was determined by combination of results from 
EDS spot analysis and analysis of Ti-Al phase 
diagram [3]. Bulk of IMC was formed by Ti3Al (Fig. 
6b) when EB welding was performed without offset or 
with offset into Ti-BM. Structure and chemical 
composition of IMC bulk were changed when used 
EB offset into Al-BM (Fig. 6c). That bulk of IMC was 
predominantly formed by TiAl phase. Large cracks 
were observed in bulk of TiAl which probably raised 
due to rapid cooling. 

Table 3 
Results of EDS spot analysis of IMC (in at. %) 

No. Ti Al V Fe Si phase 
1 70.41 26.20 3.02 0.23 0.14 Ti3Al 
2 33.49 64.27 1.56 0.18 0.49 TiAl 
3 37.93 60.23 1.61 - 0.23 TiAl 
4 24.72 73.65 1.08 - 0.55 TiAl3 
5 28.11 69.84 1.29 0.20 0.43 Ti5Al11 

 
 

 
The thin layer of IMC growing from Ti-rich areas 

was observed at Ti-HAZ/Al-WM and IMC/Al-WM 
interfaces (Fig. 7a). Analysis of chemical composition 
revealed that layer slowly transforms from TiAl to 
TiAl3. TiAl3 phase was also observed in form of 
clusters and needles in Al-WM (Fig. 7b). Needles of 
TiAl3 grew from Ti/Al interface into Al-WM due to 
diffusion process from solid state. Tomaschuk et al. 
[8] demonstrated that phase TiAl3 is last solidified 
phase in Ti-Al system. TiAl3 was also observed during 
laser welding-brazing carried out by Chen et al. [10] 
which confirmed that TiAl3 was growing during S-L 
reaction. Higher amount of IMC resulted in poorer 
mechanical properties of weld joints [5, 10].  

 

 

Fig.  4 – microstructure of Ti/Al welds: a) Ti-HAZ (sample A);  
b) bulk of IMC (sample B) and c) bulk of IMC (sample C)  

 

 
Fig. 5. - microstructure of Ti/Al welds – sample B: a) Ti-HAZ/Al-

WM interface and b) needles and clusters of TiAl3 in Al-WM.  
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Fig. 8. Microstructure of Ti/Al welds – sample D: a) thin IMC 
layer at Ti-HAZ/Al-WM interface and b) interdendritic cracks  

in Al-WM. 

When offset 0.4 mm to Al-BM was used the 
formation of IMC was suppressed. Only a very thin 
IMC layer (t < 0.5 µm) was formed at the Ti/Al 
interface due to diffusional process (Fig 8a). Ti atoms 
dissolve into molten Al when EB passing and 
concurrently Ti react with Al atoms to give TiAl 
compounds [6]. Sample E contained small 
solidification cracks close to the Ti/Al interface where 
the thermal gradient was highest (Fig. 8b). 
Solidification cracks are one of typically defects in 
WM of aluminum alloys. 

Table 4 
Results of EDS spot analysis of Al-WM and Al-BM  

(in at. %) 

No. Al Mg Si Fe Cu Mn phase 
6 99.29 0.62 0.09 - - - α-Al 
7 90.19 1.11 2.83 4.87 0.39 0.43 Q 
8 73.16 - 8.38 15.28 0.78 1.59 Q 
9 98.40 0.89 0.58 - 0.13 - α-Al 

 
Microstructure of Al-WM was composed of grains 

of α-Al solid solute, complex phase Q which 
precipitated on α-Al grains boundary, isles of Ti3Al 
and dispersed rods of TiAl3 and Ti5Al11 (Fig. 9a). Thin 
IMC layer which were created during S-L reaction 
was also observed on these isles. Isles of IMC were 
formed due to oscillation of EB and high thermal 
conductivity of Al-WM which prevents dissolving of 
IMC into Al-WM. Al-WM had very fine α-Al grains 
in comparison with Al-BM (Fig. 9b). This was caused 
by cooling rate of Al-WM and addition of small 
amount of Ti dissolved in Al-WM. Ti in small 
concentrations acts as inoculant in Al alloys [12]. 
Chemical composition of α-Al solid solute in Al-BM 
and in Al-WM were identical. Differences in chemical 
composition of Q-phase in Al-BM and Al-WM was 
revealed (Table 4).  

 

 

 Fig. 9. Microstructure of Al-WM: a) unetched Al-WM (sample A) 
and b) interface Al-BM/Al-WM (sample B).  

 

Fig. 10. Microstructure of Ti/Al welds with Cu filler metal 

Dilution of both BM with Cu filler metal resulted 
in complex microstructure of WM (Fig. 10). WM was 
composed from α-Al grains; dendritic Cu-rich areas 
and mixture of TiaAlb and TiaCub IMC. Although Cu is 
an important alloying element in Al alloys, the brittle 
IMC easily form between Ti and Cu owing to thermal 
effects because of the poor mutual solubility and the 
large physical and chemical differences between Ti 
and Cu [13]. Needle-like shape and amount of IMC 
supported the WM embrittlement which led to sample 
breaking during metallographic preparation.   

 
Fig. 11.  Results of microhardness across weld joints cross 

sections. 

Development of HV0.1 microhardness across 
Ti/Al weld is shown in Fig. 11.  
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Increase of microhardness at Ti/Al interface depended 
on type of presented IMC. In the case of formation 
bulk of Ti3Al phase (sample A and B) was observed 
sharp change in hardness profile, which negative 
affected mechanical properties of weld joints. 
Maximal microhardness that arises between 550 and 
730 HV0.1. Maximal microhardness reached 450 
HV0.1 in case of formation bulk of TiAl phase in Al-
WM on sample C. Similar course of microhardness 
was also measured on sample E due to the presence of 
TiaAlb and TiaCub compounds. Microhardness in Ti-
HAZ and Ti-BM followed microstructure changes 
typically for Ti/Ti welds. In Al-WM was not observed 
drops in hardness in comparison with Al/Al welds. 
Conversely, microhardness of Al-WM is comparable 
to Al-BM.  

Only EB welding-brazing process prevented 
formation of IMC in Al-WM. Average microhardness 
on sample E in Al-WM (76 ± 8 HV0.1) was lower 
than in Al-BM (88 ± 2 HV0.1) which corresponds 
with microhardness course in Al/Al welds. The 
resulted microhardness was determined by cellular 
microstructure of WM without presence of IMC.  

Conclusions 

Optimization of EB keyhole welding process  
of Ti64 alloy and 6061 alloy have been investigated  
in presented paper. The main results are summarized  
as follows: 

Direct keyhole EB welding of Ti/Al welds with 
thickness up to 8 mm led to formation of bulk IMC in 
the upper part of weld due to reaction of molten Ti-
BM and molten Al-BM (L-L reaction). EB welding-
brazing process was occurred in the lower part of 
Ti/Al welds due to higher thermal conductivity of Al 
alloy which prevents the melting of Ti alloy 
throughout the joint thickness (S-L reaction). 

Setting of EB offset up to 0.3 mm into one of BM 
did not reduced dilution of BM. Bulk IMC were 
created in the upper part of welds. However, EB offset 
controlled the chemical composition, amount, 
hardness and crack sensitivity of IMC bulk.  

Bulk of Ti3Al, layer of TiAl and Ti5Al11 phases 
were formed during L-L reaction. Formation of TiAl3 
phases at interfaces with Ti-rich areas was occurred 
during S-L reaction. Presence of needles and clusters 
of TiAl3 and Ti5Al11 could affected mechanical 
properties of Al-WM.  

The use of filler metal in form of thin Cu foil did 
not lead to satisfactory results. Mixture of TiaAlb and 
TiaCub compounds caused significant embrittlement of 
weld joint. The average porosity of WM reached 18% 
of the total WM area.  

Formation of bulk, needles and clusters of IMC in 
weld joint was suppressed when 0.4 mm offset of EB 
into 6061 alloy was set. Under these conditions EB 
welding brazing process was occurred – only Al-BM 
was melted. Very thin layer (< 0.5 µm) of TiaAlb was 
observed at the Ti/Al interface. Measurement of 
microhardness and chemical composition across weld 
joint did not confirmed presence of IMC in Al-WM. 
Small solidification cracks were revealed in Al-WM 
close to the Ti/Al interface.  
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Experiments with EBW setup with possibility of right angle beam 
turn 

Oleg N. Alyackrinskiy, Michail Yu. Kosachev, Pavel V. Logatchov,                         
Aleksei M. Medvedev, Vadim A. Pavluchenko, Tatyana V. Rybitskaya, Yuri I. Semenov, 

Michail M. Sizov, Alexandr A. Starostenko, Aleksandr S. Tsyganov 

 
The results of electron beam right angle turn experiments in EBW setup are presented. For beam 

turn we use an alpha magnet and quadrupole lenses. As a result the cathode is not exposed to the vapors 
of the workpiece. The use of this technique will make it possible to expand the possibilities of using an 
electron beam in the processes of electron beam welding and thermal processing of materials for the 
synthesis of heat-resistant composites and compounds, the production of nanopowders and reactive 
deposition of protective coatings, where there is increased gas evolution and contamination in the 
technological volume. 

Keywords –  alpha magnet, electron beam welding, beam power distribution, cathode lifetime. 
 

Introduction 

Electron beam technologies (EBT) are very useful 
for metal processing. In this paper, we discuss 
problem of increasing cathode lifetime. In the classic 
construction, the vapor and positively charged ions, 
which are formed during the welding process has 
destructive effect to the cathode. Increase cathode 
lifetime methods include magnetic trap device [1] or 
incline the electron gun [2]. Small angle of the beam 
track does not allow reduce the impact of ion particles 
well, after big turn angle the beam has bad shape and 
energy allocation. The engineering solutions used in 
accelerators and colliders have an ability to restore the 
shape of the beam. Electron beam welding facilities 
can use these techniques. We investigate this problem 
and now present the solution that uses the magnetic 
mirror and several magnetic coils for best energy 
distribution in the beam after reflection from a mirror.  

Experimental setup 

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics has several 
facilities of the electron beam welding. Main parts of 
setup equipment (electron gun, power supply, control 
system) were developed and produced by the Institute 
[3]. The parameters of the electron gun, using in the 
experiments: 60 kV, 750 mA. One of our facilities 
was dedicated to issue of cathode lifetimes. The 
magnetic system now contains two anode correctors, 
two two-coordinate correctors, two axial focus lens, 
magnetic mirror, and two quadrupole magnets. Anode 

correctors are needed for compensation of cathode 
magnetic field (we use the direct heat tantalum 
cathode). Magnetic mirror based on permanent flat 
dipole magnet. The width of the poles is 110 mm, 
thickness is 18 mm, and the gap is 15 mm. 
Quadrupole magnets are needed to compensation of 
edge focusing of alpha magnet. Quadrupole magnets 
with the magnetic mirror form a quasy achromatic 
magnetic element (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. The main magnetic elements using in EBW facility. 

We started with analytical estimations of necessary 
magnetic fields in the beam area. Than we 
manufactured the mirror and mounted it in vacuum 
chamber (Fig. 2). Design of the mounting construction 
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allows adjustment of mirror position by rotating it in 
three dimensions (with possibility of small vertical 
movements). Calibration of the alpha magnet was 
performed with thin steel foil on the surface of the 
magnet. The beam melts the foil (twice). Operator can 
see the position error by the visual observation. 
Calibration of the beam position on the target done by 
the marked luminophored surface and TV system. The 
shape of the beam and energy distribution was 
measured with slit beam sensor. The power 
distribution in beam after alpha magnet differs from 
original distribution by no more than five percent.  

The electron gun has additional turbomolecular 
pump. The using of alpha magnet construction 
reduces the pressure in the cathode area by five times 
and increases cathode lifetime. 

 
Fig. 2. The EBW facility with magnetic mirror. 

New version of magnetic mirror 

The next version of magnetic mirror based on 
electromagnet, which features regulation of the beam 
turn angle. It was modeled with programs Opera FEA 
and CST studio (Fig. 3). 

The particle path in the alpha magnet has very 
specific properties, which were discovered by Enge 
[4]. Most important is the fact that the entrance and 
exit point do not depend on energy of electrons. The 
same is true also for the total deflection angle. 
Michael Borland has analyzed the particle dynamics 
in an alpha magnet in detail [5]. 

Conductive coils must have low current density as 
welding operations run in vacuum. Furthermore, the 
magnetic system should be compact. Thus, it was not 
possible to use the standard alpha magnet design (half 
quadrupole) [5]. An alpha magnet with dimensions of 
150×68×51.5 mm was developed. The magnet in this 
work consists of two steel poles that are placed inside 
conductive coils. One of the edges of the pole has a 

hyperbola shape. The poles are connected to each 
other using magnetic shield and non-magnetic plate. 
There is a hole in the magnetic screen for input and 
output of the beam. 

In the first versions of the magnet, the beam 
defocused after passing through the mirror. 
Optimization of the shape of the poles and the shape 
of the hole in the magnetic screen reduces defocusing 
effect of the beam. After these works, defocusing 
values of one coordinate of the order of ~0.3 degree 
were achieved. 

 
Fig. 3. Model of the alpha-magnet (Opera software). 

 
Fig. 4. Model of the magnetic system for EBW. 
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Then we optimized position, amount and type of 
the magnetic elements to minimize the beam size in 
the focus area. The resulting system is shown on the 
Fig. 4. It consists of alpha magnet, one small 
sextupole lens and two quadrupole lenses. The 
influence of the magnetic mirror on the energy 
distribution in the beam you can see on the Fig. 5 (in 
front of alpha magnet) and on the Fig. 6 (after alpha 
magnet). 

 
Fig. 5. The beam in front of alpha magnet. 

 
Fig. 6. The beam after alpha magnet. 

Conclusions 

We have created the electron beam welding setup 
with the right angle of the beam turn. The magnetic 
mirror based on permanent magnet was developed and 
produced. Right angle beam turn module can be 
produced separately and mounted in the other electron 
beam welding facilities. We calculated the energy 
distribution for alpha magnet based on the permanent 

magnet and verified it experimentally. Then we 
modeled new version of the magnetic mirror based on 
electromagnets. Proposed solution increases cathode 
lifetime and gives the ability to weld materials with 
high gas emission. 
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EBW of nuclear pressure vessel steels 

Bernd Baufeld, Joshua Priest, Thomas Dutilleul 

 
Part of the mission for the Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre (Nuclear AMRC) is 

to develop, mature and deploy advanced manufacturing technologies in the nuclear manufacturing 
industry. Electron beam welding (EBW) is widely considered to be one of the game-changing 
technologies which could reduce pressure vessel fabrication lead time, unit cost and manufacturing risk, 
while maintaining or improving quality & component integrity. This paper presents development work 
for the use of EBW as a joining technique for nuclear pressure vessel (NPV) steel walls of up to 100 mm 
thickness. SA508 Grade 3 as well as the higher strength type SA508 4N with increased hardenability 
were investigated. It has been demonstrated that EBW has the capability of joining these sections in a 
single pass, with elementary microstructural and mechanical examinations underpinning the basic 
performance support for such capability. Two-thirds scale components, such as those typical of a Small 
Modular Reactor (SMR) have demonstrated this processing duty-cycle further with the joint being 
completed in 26 minutes. This work will strengthen the viability of EBW applied to primary circuit 
safety-critical components, and will support a future ASME III code case. 

Keywords – Electron beam welding; nuclear manufacturing; pressure vessel steel; SA508 
grade 3; SA508 4N; Small Modular Reactor. 

ЕЛЗ на стомана за ядрени реактори (Бернд Бауфелд, Жошуа Приест, Томас 
Дютилеал). Част от мисията на изследователски център за съвременно ядрено производство 
(ИЦСЯП) е да развива, тества и внедрява технологии в ядрената машиностроителна 
индустрия. Електроннолъчевото заваряване (ЕЛЗ) се разглежда широко като нова технология, 
която може да съкрати времето за производство, цената и производствения риск при същото 
или подобрено качество и  интегритет на компонентите. Този труд представя работите по 
използване на ЕЛЗ като съединяваща методология за ядрени съдове, работещи под налягане, 
стоманените стени на които достигат 100 мм дебелина.  Изследвахме SA508 качество 3, както 
и стомана с висока якост SA508 4N с повишена възможност за затвърдяване. Демонстрирано 
бе, че ЕЛЗ може да съединява тези секции с един проход, с елементарни  микро-структурни и 
механични тествания, подсилвайки основните производствени основи на тази възможност. 
Компоненти с размер две трети, като тези, типични за Малък модулен реактор (ММР), 
демонстрираха този бъдещ производствен цикъл, при който съединението стана  за 26 минути. 
Тази работа заздравява представата за прилагане на ЕЛЗ към критични за надеждността на 
първичния кръг компоненти и ще подкрепи  случаите на бъдещия ASME III код. 

 

Introduction 

In its mission to develop, mature and deploy 
advanced manufacturing technologies in the nuclear 
manufacturing industry the Nuclear Advanced 
Manufacturing Research Centre (Nuclear AMRC) 
considers electron beam welding (EBW) to be one of 
the game-changing technologies capable of reducing 
pressure vessel fabrication lead time, unit cost and 
manufacturing risk, while maintaining or improving 
quality and component integrity. 

The most commonly used nuclear pressure vessel 
(NPV) material for western pressurised water 

reactors, light water reactors, and the material of 
choice for third generation reactors is SA508 Grade 
3 steel [1, 2]. Demands for NPV materials with 
higher strength and toughness are growing, as they 
will enable increases in power capacity and the 
operation life of nuclear power plants. This may 
support the introduction of the SA508 Grade 4N 
specification with its superior toughness and strength 
[3].  

Electron beam welding (EBW) can achieve single-
pass fusion joints in very high sectional thickness 
steels [4]. While recognised by ASME IX [5] as an 
established and approved processing method EBW is  
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Fig. 1. 150 mm thick, full penetration melt run in the 2G position on S355 steel using the up-graded capability of (80 kV) of the 

K2000 facility, at 36 kW.

not widely used for critical joining tasks applied to 
nuclear reactor pressure vessels (RPVs). 

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the 
capability of EBW for not only the SA508 Grade 3 
class 2 steel but also for SA508 4N, for which no 
EBW applications have been reported in open 
literature. Furthermore, to highlight the viability of 
applying EBW to primary circuit safety-critical 
components, an example for a two-thirds scale mock-
up for a Small Modular Reactor (SMR) will be 
presented, involving circumferential joining of vessel 
shells. 

Set-up and material 

The work was performed using the Nuclear 
AMRC’s two EBW facilities, the K25 and the K2000, 
both supplied by pro-beam®. The K25 is a 
conventional EBW facility with a chamber volume of 
2.5 m3 using a static external 80 kV/40 kW EBW gun; 
this gun may be located to the vacuum chamber 
horizontally or vertically. The K2000 is a facility with 
a mobile 80 kV/40 kW EBW gun mounted inside the 
208 m3 vacuum chamber on a gantry system that 
allows multi-axis linear and rotational movements in a 
Cartesian format. At a beam power of 36 kW full 
penetration of a 150 mm thick coupon in a bead-on-
plate weld has been realised (Fig. 1). 

The aim was to perform autogenous electron beam 
welds in NPV steels of the type SA508 Grade 3 Class 
2 and SA508 Grade 4N Class 1 in a rectangular 
format. The target depth of penetration was 100 mm, 
operating over a sample length of 300 mm at variable 
heights (100 mm for the SA508 Grade 4N or 150 mm 
for the SA508 Grade 3 welds). 

The welding trials aimed to establish welding 
parameters to achieve consistent and full penetration 
butt joints with no internal defects, whilst 
simultaneously achieving the least material loss from 
the fusion zone. The key process variables (KPVs) 
were developed using the K25 in the 2G (horizontal 
welding position) [5] (equivalent to the ISO 6947 PC 
position). 

Before EBW commenced the rectangular test 
coupons were tacked together using the GTAW 

welding process and ER309L filler wire with two 100 
mm long tacks down each side. A 20 mm × 10 mm × 
300 mm support appurtenance was tacked on (Fig. 2). 
The aim of this feature was to retain extraneous 
melted material. The appurtenance material was either 
duplex steel (2205) or stainless steel (SS316); these 
materials were used as they both tend to have a lower 
residual magnetism than that of the SA 508 grades (≤ 
0.3 Gauss). 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the EBW set-up of the 

rectangular coupons including the support appurtenance. 

Circumferential butt welds were performed in 2G 
position to represent a vessel mock-up initially 
comprising of S355 structural steel cylinders of 1.8 m 
diameter and 78 mm wall thickness. 

EBW of rectangular coupons 

The EBW parameter sets were first developed for 
both types of materials with bead-on-plate melt runs at 
maximum power of 40 kW and varying the welding 
speed, beam focus location and type of beam 
oscillation. The optimized suite of parameters for this 
initial piece of work is given in Table 1. 

   Fig. 3 shows examples of the weld crowns and 
roots for those welds completed in the SA508 Grade 3 
and 4N coupons. The crowns are continuous and the 
material well retained. The roots exhibit some minor 
undercut which may be acceptable considering the 
post processing techniques requiring a final machining 
operation for the end product. 
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Table 1 
Optimised EBW parameters for joining 100 mm thick 

rectangular coupons of SA508 Grade 3 and Grade 4N, and 
78 mm thick cylinders of S355 

 Power 
Surface 
speed 

Beam figure 
frequency x y 

 kW mm/s Hz mm mm 
SA508 
grade 3 

40 3.2 141 3 2 

SA508 
4N 

40 3.0 141 3 2 

S355 30 3.4 501 1 3 
Tack. 6.0 10.0 501 1 1 

 
Deep penetration EBW of both materials benefit 

from an elliptical beam oscillation with larger 
amplitude in welding direction (X axis of the machine 
coordinate system) and a smaller amplitude 
perpendicular the welding direction (Y axis of the 
machine coordinate system, parallel to gravity) (Table 
1). Beam oscillation potentially prevents internal 
defects such as voids by supporting degassing in the 
weld pool. 

For the butt welded joints support appurtenance 
features were applied. It was observed that material 
loss at the weld crown and weld concavity at the root 
is very sensitive to the distance and angle of these 
support features with respect to the weld seam. In the 
present investigation, it was found that the 
appurtenance placed 4 mm under the weld seam and 
angled towards it at an inclination of 5° was enough to 
reduce material loss. 

In the case of SA508 Grade 4N it was observed 
that the residual magnetism of the material causes the 
beam to deflect from the weld seam. The extent of the 
residual magnetism may not be made apparent by 
surface gauss meter readings due to the presence of 
internal magnetic hard spots as well as surface 
magnetism. Appropriate demagnetization was able to 
reduce this influence to an acceptable level. 

Fig. 4 shows etched cross sections of EBW joints 
in SA508 Grade 3 class 2 (a) and SA508 4N steels (b). 
Both materials exhibit parallel fusion zones with a 
high depth to width ratio. It is noteworthy that the 
widths of both the fusion zone and heat affected zone 
(HAZ) are slightly larger for SA508 4N than for 
SA508 Grade 3 class 2 steel. This may be related to 
the lower welding speed applied for SA508 4N. 

  
a) b) 

  

c) d) 

  Fig. 3. View on weld crown (a, c) and root (b, d) of butt 
joints of SA508 Grade 3 (a, b) and 4N (c, d) coupons. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Cross sections of 100 mm wide EBW joints of (a) 
SA508 Grade 3 class 2 and (b) SA508 4N with stainless 
steel support appurtenance (right) supporting the weld 

crown. 

Fig. 5 reports the hardness across the welds for 
SA508 Grade 3 (circle) and SA508 4N (triangle) 
steels, measured near the crown (a), in the centre (b) 
and near the root (c). For both materials (for SA508 
4N to a much lesser extent) the hardness of the HAZ 
and the fusion zone was higher than the parent 
material. As expected, the hardness of the parent 
material of SA508 Grade 3 is lower than the one for 
SA508 4N steel. However, the hardness of the HAZ 
and the fusion zone is higher for SA508 Grade 3 than 
for SA508 4N steel. For both materials (more obvious 
for SA508 Grade 3) the hardness of the HAZ and the 
fusion zone increase from the crown towards the 
centre and the root. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig. 5. Hardness across of the welds for SA508 grade 3 
(circle) and SA508 4N steel (triangle) measured near the 

crown (a), in the centre (b) and near the root (c) 

The microstructure of the parent material of SA508 
Grade 3 class 2 steel was interpreted to consist of 
bainite (Fig. 6a) which was obtained through the heat 
treatment of the steel (normalising at 875 °C, and 
tempering 620 °C). The fine grained HAZ exhibits a 
very fine structure consisting of bainite, while the 
coarse grained HAZ appears to contain martensite, 
which can be recognised through the large laths. The 
fusion zone also displays martensite but with a much 
finer structure (Fig. 6b). Potentially, the coarse 

grained HAZ also contains some bainite and the fine 
grained HAZ also contains some martensite, but could 
not be discerned with optical microscopy. These 
observations are supported by a continuous cooling 
transformation curve for SA508 Grade 3 steel [6] 
where mixtures of bainite and martensite in the 
fusionand HAZ are predicted due to the cooling rates 
achieved during EBW.  

The microstructure (Fig. 6c) and the hardness 
within the parent material of SA508 4N steel may 
suggest a coarse tempered martensite with some fine 
carbides. The HAZ and the fusion zone (Fig. 6d) 
appear to be a mixture of various types of bainite, 
potentially with some acicular ferrite in the fusion 
zone. The prior austenite grain seems to increase from 
crown to root and from fusion zone to HAZ. 

a) b) 

  
c) d) 

Fig. 6. Microstructure of the parent material (a, c) and the 
fusion zone (b, d) of SA508 Grade 3 (a, b) and SA508 4N 

steel (c, d). 

Tensile tests of parent material and cross weld 
EBW samples were performed for both materials. All 
EBW samples failed off-centre outside of the 
weldment (fusion and HAZ) while the parent material 
samples failed, as expected, in the centre. Table 2 
summarises the results. The superior mechanical 
performance of SA508 4N steel compared to SA508 
Grade 3 steel is evident. The strength of this material 
is significantly higher. 

It is noteworthy that for both materials the EBW 
samples have an overall higher strength and lower 
elongation at failure. Supported by the observed 
higher hardness it can be assumed that the fusion zone 
and HAZ are stronger than the parent material. In the 
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case of such bimodal samples, the stronger material 
acts as a support due to material constraint and von 
Mises stresses. Therefore, the final strength of the 
samples is higher than observed in the base material. 

To conclude it is possible to join 100 mm thick 
components in SA508 Grade 3 and 4N steels by 
EBW. However, appropriate post weld heat treatment 
will be required to reduce the localised high hardness 
and strength of the HAZ. 

Table 2 

0.2% yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) 
and elongation at failure from tensile tests at room 

temperature of parent and EBW material of SA508 Grade 3 
and 4N steel. 

  YS UTS Elongation 
  [MPa] [MPa] [%] 

SA508 
Grade 3 

Parent 575 ± 4 697 ± 9 18 ± 1 
EBW 633 ± 14 744 ± 3 13 ± 1 

SA508 
4N 

Parent 764 ± 5 867 ± 3 22 ± 1 
EBW 804 ± 7 888 ± 3 16 ± 1 

 

EBW of cylinders 

S355 steel cylinders were joined by EBW using the 
parameter set given in Table 1. Before joining the 
cylinders were tacked by EBW at three locations 120° 
apart (100 mm long each) using the parameter set 
given in Table 1. The lengths of the slope-in and 
slope-out were 150 mm and 300 mm, respectively. 
The total welding time was 26 minutes. Fig. 7 shows 
the process while welding. 

Visual inspection of the weld revealed a nicely 
developed crown (Fig. 8) and root along most of the 
circumferential weld. 

In the overlapping slope-in/slope-out region, two 
spill outs at the crown and three excessive weld 
convexities (topographical perturbations) at the root 
are obvious (Fig. 2). It is noteworthy that two of these 
topographical perturbations had a highly reflective 
surface while the third was fairly dull (Fig. 2, the 
highly reflective impression was obscured by etching 
during section preparation). This difference in 
appearance can be explained by the topographical 
perturbations being created at different times. The two 
reflective topographical perturbations are likely to 
have developed at the very end of the weld, so they 
would not have been exposed to metal fumes for an 
extended time and therefore remained reflective. The 
other one is likely to have developed at the beginning 
of the weld and was exposed to the metal fumes for a 
long time, losing its sheen through the condensation of 
metal fumes. 

 
Fig. 7.  Circumferential EBW of a vessel mock-up 

 
Fig. 8. Crown of a circumferential EBW of a vessel mock-

up 

 
Fig. 2 Etched longitudinal section and the inner surface of 
the circumferential EBW. The topographical perturbation 1 

was created during slope in, the topographical 
perturbations 2 and 3 during slope out. 

This defect was identified in a longitudinal section 
in the shape of a large void (Fig. 10). Since the end of 
the slope-in coincides (+ 360°) with the start of the 
slope-out it is not totally clear whether this void is 
related to the slope-in and/or the slope-out. The two 
reflective topographical perturbations most likely 
formed at the end of the weld during slope-out, since 
this area was still hot from the full penetration weld at 
the beginning. Due to the overlay of the second run in 
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this area, too much energy led to the formation of 
topographical perturbations. For clarification of this 
issue and improvement of the slope-in and slope-out 
process further work is planned. 

 
Fig. 3. Longitudinal section of the circumferential EBW 

with indications of the slope-in and slope-out. Insert shows 
magnified void. 

Conclusions 

SA508 Grade 3 class 2 and SA508 Grade 4N 
forged pressure vessel steels, with wall thicknesses of 
100 mm, can be joined in a single track by EBW at 40 
kW and 3 mm/s. No defects within the welds were 
detected by non-destructive testing. The hardness and 
tensile tests highlighted the requirement for post weld 
heat treatment. The joining of two-thirds scale mock-
ups for SMR vessels was completed within 26 
minutes. Defects were found within the slope-
in/slope-out region, indicating the need for improving 
the slope-in/slope-out strategy. The results from this 
work strengthen the case for applying EBW to 
primary circuit safety-critical components, and 
highlights the need for further work to support a future 
ASME III code case. 
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Investigation of long-life cathode EB guns for welding of 
turbochargers 

Sofia del Pozo, Colin Ribton 

 
 This paper describes a laser heated cathode gun design which uses a lanthanum hexaboride button 

in a diode configuration. Beam currents up to 40 mA at – 60 kV were generated by using laser powers in 
the range of 19 to 83 W, which fulfils the requirements for welding of turbochargers. Beam spot sizes 
were measured to be less than to 0.15 mm at 190 mm working distance across the current range from a 
0.75 mm diameter cathode design.  

Keywords – diode electron gun, laser heated cathode, long-life cathode 
 

Introduction 

The market for turbochargers has experience 
growth worldwide, as they can be used to increase 
automotive engines efficiency and reduce emissions 
by 20 to 40%. EB welding the shaft to the impeller is 
a fast and efficient way to fabricate these 
components. Currently this is an automated process, 
which welds a turbocharger every ~32 seconds. The 
EB welding machines use thermionic cathodes, 
which wear with use and need to be replaced every 
~20hours, requiring production to be stopped for 
changing the cathode. This work investigated 
extending the life of the EB gun by using a laser 
heated lanthanum hexaboride assembly [1] as the 
cathode.  

Design and construction 

A. Design requirements 

Electron guns for turbo charger welding use a –
60kV EB gun. The EB gun developed with this work 
was required to generate currents in the range of 10 – 
20 mA at –60kV. Another requirement was that the 
beam diameter (FWHP) should be in the range of ~0.3 
– 0.4 mm. The design described in this work is a diode 
instead of the conventional EB machine, which uses a 
triode gun. Thus, instead of controlling the beam 
current by varying the bias voltage applied to a third 
electrode (grid cup) [2], the current will be varied by 
changing the cathode temperature by controlling the 
laser power used to heat it. 

B. Laser-heated gun prototype 

A diode laser of up to 200 W power was integrated 
with the EB gun upper column. Fig. 1 shows the 

holder for the laser, which sits on top of the upper 
column, as well as the X-ray shielding that covers the 
laser holder. 

 
Fig. 1. Laser head holder (left) and protective safety cover 

(right).  

 
Fig. 2. Lanthanum hexaboride cathode for laser heating, 

mounted in tantalum cone 

Fig. 2 presents one of the laser heated cathode 
designs. The lanthanum hexaboride button is inserted 
in a tantalum holder. Simulations using different 
lanthanum hexaboride diameters were carried out 
using Opera 2d (FEA software for electromagnetic 
problems). The diameter of the cathode shown in Fig. 
2 is a 3.2 mm diameter button. From the simulation 
results, the diameter sizes selected were 0.75 mm, 1 
mm and 1.5 mm; as those produced enough beam 
current for the welding application, as well as meeting 
the beam spot size diameter requirements. These were 
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built and tested in an experimental test rig. 

C. Feedback loop control 

The beam current was controlled by pulse width 
modulation of the laser power. Feedback loop control 
was implemented to achieve this. The time to achieve 
steady state was measured to be 250 – 500 msec. 

Results 

The simulation results were compared to the 
measurements obtained from the EB gun prototype 
with the laser heated cathode design. In contrast to the 
triode gun, there was no beam crossover in front of the 
cathode, instead the beam trajectories were divergent 
all the way until the lens. The beam diameter at the 
lens was generally larger than with the triode gun, 
which allowed focusing the beam to a small spot. 

Fig. 3 presents the curves of EB current generated 
from the 0.75, 1 and 1.5 mm diameter cathodes. It was 
observed that at any cathode size, the required laser 
power to initiate the electron emission was similar 
(~19 W).  Even though the beam current curves 
produced from the 1mm and 1.5 mm diameter 
lanthanum hexaboride cathodes produced similar 
results, the beam current curve for the 1.5 mm 
diameter cathode produced much higher beam 
currents even at the 30 – 40 W laser power range. The 
reason for this will be investigated further.   

 
Fig. 3. Beam current generated from 0.75, 1 and 1.5 mm 

diameter cathodes. 

Fig. 4 is a plot of the measured beam diameters of 
the EB generated from each of the cathodes tested 
(0.75 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm diameters). The beam 
width was measured along its x-axis (lines with ‘x’ 
markers in Fig. 4), and along its y-axis (lines with ‘o’ 
markers in Fig. 4). The beam diameter measurement 
has been done at Full Width Half Power (FWHP). For 
all the beams generated from the 0.75 mm and 1 mm 

cathodes (range of beam currents being 4 to 25 mA), 
the measured  beam widths were less than 0.25 mm. 
This fulfills the requirements for turbocharger 
welding. 

 
Fig. 4. Beam diameter vs beam current.  

 
Fig. 5 shows a section of a weld on a turbocharger 

produced by the laser heated diode gun at 12 mA and 
–60 kV. The weld took 2.5 seconds, with a slope in 
and slope out of 0.25 seconds. The weld width at the 
middle is ~0.5 – 0.6 mm.  

 
Fig. 5. EB weld produced with laser heated diode. 

Conclusions 

The three diameter sizes of lanthanum hexaboride 
cathodes produced enough beam current for the turbo 
charger welding application. The smallest beam spot 
was obtained with the 0.75 mm lanthanum hexaboride 
cathode, which produced beams of up to 30 mA at –60 
kV. Future work will look at optimising the welding 
parameters, determining the lifetime of the cathodes 
and demonstrating repeatability of the welds. 
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Real time FPGA-based seam finder for EBW facility 

Mikhail M. Sizov, Alexandr A. Starostenko, Alexandr S. Tsygunov, Alexey M. Medvedev 

 
We present an approach to build of real time continuous seam finder module with waveform 

generator (arbitrary signal can be generated), which allows automatic coordinate correction within 2ms 
on the go. Module is made for electron beam welding facility developed at Institute of nuclear physics SB 
RAS.  

Hard real time subsystem is implemented on hybrid CPU+FPGA architecture. ADC data from 
secondary emission electrode processed with program written on domain specific language Caph 
(program calculates seam position within 20us). 

Keywords – FPGA, DSL, waveforms, real time. 
 

Introduction 

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics has series of 
electron beam welding facilities (EBWF) which are 
successfully used in experiments (e.g. making 
hafnium carbide [1]) and low series production (one 
example is manufacturing of vacuum chambers for 
FAIR project [2]). The largest of all is a facility that 
has cylindrical vacuum chamber 3.5 m  long and 0.98 
m diameter, it has a coordinate table inside with 
achievable area of 1970 × 300 mm. Electron gun’s 
acceleration voltage is 60 kV and power of its beam is 
up to 60 kW. It has two fore-vacuum pumps, and three 
turbomolecular pumps (one of them is in the electron 
gun). Emitter is direct heated tantalum cathode and 
magnetic coordinate system has two pairs of 
correctors, which can deflect beam in two dimensions. 
Secondary emission electrode is located below 
electron gun and could be used for constructing of a 
height map of sample welded or as a seam finder.  

Problem statement 

One of the tasks which facility is designed for is 
long samples welding made of titanium, aluminum or 
steel. We have stationary electronic gun, thus 
coordinate table moves the sample. Systems operator 
enters sequence of coordinates and parameter values 
at key points such as current of heater, corrector coils 
or anode. Welding needs two or more points on 
sample to make a seam. Operator has to position 
properly at each point. To achieve this, user turns on 
electron beam with low heater current, then 
commands corrector coils to deflect beam across the 
seam. Electrons reflect from surface and some of them 
hit secondary emission electrode. If data from 

electrode is synchronized with deflection angle, then 
relative heights of sample could be estimated and 
shown to user. Aside from that mechanical 
movements produce vibrations and heat from electron 
beam can bend parts of sample which would result in 
missing the seam (as we have samples about 2 meters 
long, small deformation in the beginning would result 
in missing the seam at the end of sample). 

To sum up, we address two problems: 
Making a system that would generate scanlines in 

corrector coils and synchronously process data to 
estimate a height map.  

Development of a system that will find seam while 
welding runs and automatically deflect beam using 
correctors to mitigate vibrations and sample 
deformations. 

Requirements for seam finder system 

EBWF has hundreds of IO channels; about dozen 
of them need hard real time and must be 
synchronized. This list includes devices such as 
corrector coils, seam finder and coordinate table. 
Unlike CNC routers where delays between commands 
are not critical, each unplanned delay would result in 
bad quality of seams. On the other hand, channels 
such as vacuum, power supply and anode corrector 
coil current are set before welding begins and usually 
don’t change in process, so they can be controlled 
with a soft-real time software. Therefore, global 
control system must have a way integrate seam finder 
subsystem. Another issue is the complexity of writing 
software, as development of synchronized hard-real 
time system needs specific qualifications of software 
engineer. 
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Fig. 1. Block scheme of hardware of welding facility.

General overview of control system 

To process hard-real time signals, we propose 
using hybrid CPU + FPGA (Field-programmable gate 
array) architecture as the hardware basis of such 
systems. These architectures (Intel’s Cyclone V and 
Xilinx’s Zynq) have ARM dual-core Cortex-A9 CPU, 
FPGA and memory management unit on a single 
silicon dye. FPGA and CPU connected via standard 
AXI memory-mapped interface. Development of 
software using FPGA allows developer to write hard-
real time system (i.e. a system that guarantees to react 
on inputs change within fixed time). The reaction time 
of such system easily calculated from code and clock 

frequency. FPGA is connected the rest of control 
system via standard AXI bus. AXI pushes data to 
ARM core where conventional software provides data 
to control system. Such software can be written using 
almost any high-level language as ARM code can run 
Linux, which has many compilers available. 

On the Fig. 1, our current setup presented. DE10-
Nano is a development board that features Cyclone V 
CPU+FPGA, 1GB of RAM, on-board ADC, Ethernet, 
USB. We chose to use it in our production lines as its 
ready-to-use, easily replaceable, have standard 
connectors and communication interfaces. Its GPIO 
connected to FPGA pins and Ethernet with USB 
connected to CPU pins. 
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ARM core loads Linux from microSD card, which 
in turn auto loads main control system of welding 
facility. Signals which don’t require hard-real time 
like vacuum, power supply and others are controlled 
by control system via Ethernet. Control system 
software is cross-platform and can be run/tested on 
ordinary desktop PC (only exception is the code that 
flashes FPGA and reads data from FPGA mapping in 
physical memory). Devices which are crucial to 
quality of seam welded (coordinate table, DAC/ADC 
for corrector coils and secondary electron emission 
electrode) are controlled from FPGA side. 

FPGA Software 

FPGA can process data in parallel - different 
subsystems run simultaneously, each of subsystems 
constructs a pipeline. Thus, time needed for data 
processing (and react to inputs) is the largest of 
pipeline latencies, which is fixed and could be easily 
calculated. Hybrid FPGA’s have 20 - 300K of logic 
elements, 1 - 12 Mb of memory blocks, 25 - 300 DSP 
blocks which altogether allow implementation of 
complex algorithms. 

Scanlines subsystem.  

We started with implementing of scanlines 
subsystem. Scanlines not only help to reconstruct 
surface of sample, but also change seam quality. 
When beam deflection is modulated, energy 
distribution on surface changes, which result in 
changes of depth of joint, amount of metal, melted. 
Subsystem should provide ability to form scanlines of 
arbitrary waveforms.  

To form scanline we implemented buffer on FPGA 
side, which stores waveforms of 500 points for each 
of the corrector coils. When electron beam is present, 
system repeatedly writes values to DAC. DAC output 
offsets magnetic field in corrector coils, forming 2D 
scanline primitive - line, circle, cross or other. From 
our experience, triangle wave scanline is good for 
height reconstructing and produces weld joints of 
better quality than without modulations. 

To reconstruct heights on surface we need to read 
value from ADC (voltage proportional to secondary 
emission electrode current) and correlate it to value 
that was sent to DAC at that time. At the same time, 
CPU continuously reads ADC data from FPGA and 
draws height map in the user interface. 

Seam finder subsystem 

As it was mentioned earlier, control system should 
track seam while weld process runs. FPGA has all 
necessary data to find a seam - it receives heights 

from secondary emission electrode, coordinates of a 
sample (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Examples of scanline waveforms. Triangle wave, 

piecewise linear wave, cubic wave. 

It also has ability to offset corrector values the 
same way as the scanline formed.  

While system has high heating current (and 
powerful beam), most energy should be dissipated on 
the seam, so we use scanline with low amplitude. 
Once in a few scanline cycles (every 2 ms) seam 
finder’s state machine in FPGA sets scanline with 
high amplitude ahead of melting point, ADC data 
from this wide scanline is processed by algorithm 
written in dataflow language Caph and finds 
difference between center of scanline and seam and 
offsets low-amplitude scanline.  

Caph [3] is a high-level domain specific language 
which translates to VHDL. Dataflow paradigm 
utilized in this language exploits true parallelism of 
FPGA and ability to construct pipelines. Processing of 
sample heights starts with reducing of power noise. 
Median filter removes spikes and a low-pass filter 
reduces high frequencies to improve signal-noise 
ratio. Then we use convolution with predefined curve, 
‘standard seam’ to find a seam with maximized 
likelihood. Result of this algorithm is acquired within 
20 us, which is lower than reaction time of equipment 
to current change in corrector coil (about 40 us). 

Conclusions 

In this project, scanline generator was 
implemented with hybrid CPU + FPGA architecture. 
It features ability to set arbitrary waveforms and 
provides relative heights of welded sample to main 
control system. Systems operator uses data acquired 
during scanlines to properly set welding points. 
Arbitrary scanlines support various experiments on 
quality of seams. In addition, seam-finder module was 
developed using domain-specific language Caph. 
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Module compensates difference between seam 
position and center of welding scanline within 2 ms. 
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The investigation of relationships between material’s structure, 
crystallography and mechanical properties for some construction 

materials on the base of samples with circular stress point 

Regina V. Rodyakina 

 
The results of analytical study of relationship between strength and plastic properties of a series of 

structural materials are presented. For this purpose the behavior of different materials during the 
stretching process of flat tensile samples with a circular stress point was studied. It was found that the 
criterion of relative tensile strength A depends on the structure and type of material’s crystal lattice: 
materials, having a bulk-centered crystal lattice A < 1, and materials, having face-centered crystal 
lattice, A > 1. There was found the existence of a linear relationship (which depends on the structure and 
the type of material’s crystal lattice), between the criterion of relative tensile strength A, geometric 
parameters of the sample (R and b) with stress point, length of the zone of material’s plastic flow lp and 
extension strain δ. 

Keywords – tension test, criterion of strength, tension, structure, crystal lattice, zone of plastic 
flow, radius of the hub. 

 

Introduction 

Static tensile tests are widely used to determine the 
mechanical properties of constructional materials. 
Such tests allow to obtain the important information 
about the elastic properties of materials, the nature and 
extent of plastic deformation, yield stress and ultimate 
tensile stress of material, being tested. Standard tensile 
tests are carried out on samples of round or flat cross-
sectional, dimensions of which are strictly regulated. 
Speed of application of the tensile load, technics and 
technology of testing and processing of the results are 
also regulated. Under tension diagram in the 
coordinates stretch strain (σ) – deformation (ε) 
determine characteristics of mechanical properties, 
main of which are: yield stress (σт or σ0.2), ultimate 
tensile stress (σв) and relative lengthening (δ). The 
received results are used in making calculations of 
strength of machine parts. Tensile strength and 
plasticity are interrelated characteristics that determine 
the ability of a material to resist irreversible change of 
its form and its subsequent destruction. Material’s 
plasticity is essential characteristic for engineers and 
designers, because this characteristic makes it possible 
to manufacture products by various processing 
methods, in which plastic deformation of material 
occurs. 

At the same time in modern machine-building 
production we often use materials, which shape, 

assortment and cost do not allow to conduct their 
tests, using standard samples. In this case samples of 
non-standard shape and size, including flat samples 
with a round side concentrator, are used. Using these 
samples, we can determine the mechanical properties 
of the materials in some micro-sections and micro-
volumes, for example, in different pieces of metal of 
the weld, some phases or layers of the material. The 
most important thing is that we can fix an empirical or 
analytical relation of the results being received with 
the data of other tests, including standard. Evaluation 
of relation between the mechanical properties of 
materials, processes of their plastic deformation and 
destruction and their structural and crystal 
composition can be done on the basis of the laws of 
fracture mechanics of continuous medium and theory 
of dislocations. 

The results of an analytical study of the process of 
plastic deformation during tension of a flat sample 
with a round concentrator on the example of a wide 
range of constructional materials are presented in this 
work. The availability of concentrator actually 
simulates the process of a neck forming at the stage of 
a generation of a pointed component of deformation 
during tensile test of standard cylindrical sample. 
Coincidence of metal and physical processes 
occurring in the neck area during testing of standard 
samples and flat samples with concentrator can be 
compared with some degree of approximation, 
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however, no doubt that the mechanical properties of 
the material being tested, its structural condition and 
crystallography of matrix structure are responsible for 
this process.  

Derivation of equation for calculating 
dependence of plastic deformation zone length of 
the material from sample geometry and relative 
strength criterion 

When we stretch such a sample, the process of 
plastic deformation begins in the area of its minimum 
section, when the strain being applied becomes equal 
to yield stress, and ends when the strain being applied 
reaches the value of ultimate tensile stress. In this case 
the state of stress appears in the material of the 
sample. This state of stress is considered in the works 
[1 – 3] on the basis of the laws of destruction 
mechanics. The mechanism of the process of plastic 
deformation of the material when the sample is 
stretched (its width b in the area of the concentrator is 
about an order bigger than its thickness S) is 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. In work [2] it was 
shown that this process can be tentatively divided into 
four stages. At stage I (Fig. 1A) in concentrator area 
zone plastic deformation appears.  At stage II the size 
of this zone increases and it extends under the width 
of the sample till they fully close in the part of the 
sample, where its minimal width in the concentrator 
zone is located. At next stage III this zone spreads in 
the direction of the active tensile force, with the 
inclusion of new sample parts in this process. At this 
stage metal hardening occurs and metal strain reaches 
the value of ultimate tensile stress. At stage IV the 
process finalizes with plastic deformation of the 
material over the entire area, which length is lp, and 
the subsequent destruction of the material. 

In works [2, 3] it was assumed, that plastic 
deformation area length lp is determined by ultimate 
tensile stress σв and yield stress σт (σ0.2) in accordance 
with the state of stress scheme, shown in Fig. 1B, and 
C. From the equilibrium conditions of the sample 
area, which is lp in length, on which a concentrated 
plastic deformation is generated, the magnitude of 
tensile force P at which its generation completes, can 
be determined as follows [2]: 

(1)   	� = ����(1 +
��

�
) ln(1 +

�

��
)  , 

where P is tensile force; σт (σ0.2) is physical or offset 
yield stress of material; b is minimal sample’s width 
in concentrator zone; R – concentrator radius; S – 
sample’s thickness (S < b). 

Based on this assumption, to compare the 
peculiarities the behavior of materials under 

conditions of generation of plastic deformation when 
flat samples with round concentrator are stretched the 
concept of relative strength criterion A was 
introduced, which is determined as follows: 

(2)     � =
�����(�.�)

��
. 

The length of the plastic deformation zone lp of the 
material will be determined by the ratio of the strength 
characteristics of the material, i.e. A criterion value, 
and concentrator radius R. Fig. 1B shows an area in 
concentrator zone, where there is equilibrium of abcd 
element at the moment when fracture of flat sample 
takes place. This stress state of the material can be 
described as follows: 

(3) ��(� + 2∆)(1 +
��

�
) ln �1 +

�

��
� = ���. 

 
Fig. 1. Flat type sample view and stages of material’s 

plastic deformation in concentrator zone (A). Here we also 
show the area of plastic deformation of metal in 

concentrator zone (B) and the rated element to estimate lp 
(С) value. 

Derivation of the equation (3) was based on the 
assumptions that in the zone of plastic flow of the 
material cross-sectional area of the sample and 
concentrator radius remain unchanged. From this 
equation we fix the Δ value, which defines the 
geometry of the sample depending on concentrator 
radius R and on the ratio of strength characteristics of 
the material, which are taken into account by A value: 

(4)  ∆=
�

�
�

���

�����
��

�
� �����

�

��
�
− ��. 
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From ode triangle (Fig. 1B) we determine the 
extent of the zone of plastic deformation lp according 
to the following formula: 

(5)  �� = 2√2�∆ − ∆
� . 

After substitution in equation (5) of Δ value 
according to equation (4) and the subsequent 
transformation, we receive an equation for calculation 
of dependence of lp zone length on sample geometry 
(R, b) and relative strength criterion A: 

(6)  �� = √� × � , 

where: 

(7)   � = � �
��������

��

�
� �����

�

��
�
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��
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(8)       � = 4� − � �
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� �����

�
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�
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��

�
� �����

�

��
�
� . 

 
Fig. 2. Changing the optimum radius of R concentrator 

depending on relative strength criterion A. 

The results of calculation under equation (6) for 
the materials, which were considered in the work, are 
presented in Table 1. Materials, for which the analysis 
was conducted, and the values of their mechanical 
properties were taken under data, presented in works 
[4 – 6] and experimentally verified by tensile tests of 
standard cylindrical samples. They can be divided into 
two groups: first group on the basis of ferrite materials 
with a body centered crystal lattice, second – on 
austenitic basis with a face centered crystal lattice. 
The analysis, that was done during the work, has 
shown that during tensile tests of flat samples with 
round concentrator strength and plastic properties of 

the investigated materials depend on their structural 
and crystallographic condition. 

Analysis of received data showed, that for each 
material its own concentrator radius R value exists, 
under which lp length remains practically unchanged 
when you change value of b in the range of 6 – 10 
mm. On the basis of this, assumption was made that 
there is connection between geometry of sample and 
its structural and mechanical properties, which 
determine process of plastic deformation of material. 
In accordance with model, adopted in this work, 
plastic deformation area length lp, defined by the 
equation (6) under optimal R value for all investigated 
materials occurs when width of sample in concentrator 
zone is equal to 8 mm. 

Fig. 2 gives the diagram, which shows change in 
dependence of optimal value of concentrator radius R 
for each of investigated materials, depending on 
criterion of their relative strength A. Received data are 
arranged with a clearly traceable pattern: in the left 
side of diagram there are materials with a body 
centered crystal lattice and in the right side of diagram 
– the materials with a face centered crystal lattice. 
Point of divergence between these groups of materials 
is relative strength A criterion value, which is equal to 
one. This indicates that for all investigated materials 
with a body centered crystal lattice σт (σ0.2) value is 
more or at least equal to σв/2, while the materials with 
a face centered crystal lattice this value is less than 
σв/2. For the first group of materials the optimum value 
of R decreases nonlinearly with the increase of 
criterion A, and the second group of materials 
generates the segment with practically linear 
increasing dependence of R on criterion A value. 

Of interest are data, which show diagrams of lp 
zone length depending on criterion value A and 
standard value of relative elongation δ (Fig. 3 and Fig. 
4). In both cases analyzed characteristics for materials 
being tested are distributed equally: in the left part of 
the diagrams there are materials with body centered 
crystal lattice, for which there is an inverse 
relationship of analyzed parameters, and in the right 
part there are materials with face centered crystal 
lattice, in which these relationships are of linearly 
increasing character. 

On the presented diagrams there is a quite clear 
division in distribution of materials, depending on the 
type of crystal lattice. The main factors, determining 
the received results, most likely are: the structural 
condition of the materials, that were tested, the 
quantitative and qualitative ratio of the structural 
components (for the materials with a body centered 
crystal lattice, ferrite and cementite), crystallography 
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and the number of preferential sliding systems, 
responsible for the process of plastic deformation of 
the material. The process of deformation and 
destruction of metallic materials occurs by the gradual 
accumulation of lattice defects (spot, linear, volume, 
etc.) and the subsequent development of defects in the 
form of micro- and macro cracks. Depending on the 
structural conditions and test conditions if plastic 
deformation is available, a great variety of mainly 
dislocation structures appear. Their influence on the 
specific features of plastic deformation at all stages of 
stretching the sample is determinant. Plastic 
deformation in polycrystalline materials is usually 
connected with the processes of displacement and 
interaction of dislocations, which are developed when 
some micro volumes of metal slip relatively to each 
other. Crystallography of preferential slip systems and 
their number depends on the structure of the material. 
In the materials, whose structure is based on a body 
centered crystal lattice, there are three systems 
preferential slip under which macroplastic 
deformation can occur: 12 systems with orientation 
{110} <111>, 12 – with orientation {211} <111> and 
24 – with orientation {321} <111>. So, in materials 
with a body centered crystal lattice there are 48 
priority slip systems in which plastic deformation may 
take place. In metals with a more close-packed a face 
centered crystal lattice preferential slip plane is an 
octahedron plane {111}, sliding on which goes in 
<110> direction. There are 12 systems like that in 
metals with a face centered crystal lattice. 

For a more detailed and accurate assessment of the 
impact of these factors on the results of the work 
requires further specific investigations. 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of lp value distribution depending on A criterion. 

 
Fig. 4. Diagram of lp value distribution depending on 

relative elongation value δ. 

 
Fig. 5. Dependence of relative elongation δ on relative 

strength criterion A. 

However, analysis of the dependence of the 
standard value of relative elongation δ on the relative 
strength criterion A shows (Fig. 5), that all the 
investigated materials are based on the same type of 
symmetry of the crystal lattice – cubic. In this case, 
for all the investigated materials there is a general 
linear relationship. However, the materials with a 
body centered crystal lattice are located in the lower 
part of this dependence, and materials with a face 
centered crystal lattice – at the top, i.e. the more is the 
value of A criterion, the better is the plasticity of the 
material. 
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Table 1 
Main experimental and calculated characteristics for viewed materials 

№ Material 
σв, 

[MPa] 
σ0.2, 

[MPa] 
δ, 
% 

А 
R, 
[mm] 

lp, 
[mm] 

∆, 
[mm] 

         Materials with a body centered crystal lattice 

1 
40HN2MD (С  0.4%; Cr < 1.5%;            Ni 

 2%; Mo < 1.5%; Cu < 1.5%) 
1080 930 12 0.16 25 8.0 0.3 

2 
20H1M1F1BR (С  0.2%; Cr  1%;        Mo 

 1%; V  1%; Nb < 1.5%; B < 1.5%) 
780 665 15 0.17 22 7.6 0.3 

3 
25H1MF (С  0.25%; Cr  1%;               Mo 

< 1.5%; V < 1.5%) 
880 735 14 0.20 19 7.7 0.35 

4 
30HGSNM (С  0.3%; Cr < 1.5%;          Mn 

< 1.5%; Si < 1.5%; Ni < 1.5%;         Mo < 
1.5%) 

1750 1400 13 0.25 15 7.5 0.35 

5 40H (С  0.4%; Cr < 1.5%) 980 780 12 0.26 12 7.0 0.4 

6 
10HSND (С  0.1%; Cr < 1.5%;                Si 

< 1.5%; Ni < 1.5%; Cu < 1.5%) 
540 400 19 0.35 10 7.0 0.5 

7 
10H13SYu (С  0.1%; Cr < 13%;              Si 

< 1.5%; Al < 1.5%) 
500 350 15 0.43 7.5 6.5 0.65 

8 W 1400 1000 15 0.40 8.0 7.0 0.6 
9 09G2S (С  0.09%; Mn  2%; Si < 1.5%) 440 300 21 0.47 7.5 6.5 1.22 

10 
18H3MV (С  0.18%; Cr  3%;              Mo 

< 1.5%; W < 1.5%) 
640 440 12 0.45 7.5 7.0 0.8 

11 15HM (С  0.15%; Cr < 1.5%; Mo < 1.5%) 440 275 21 0.60 5.5 6.0 0.9 

12 Steel 10 (C  0.1%) 320 200 23 0.63 5.5 6.0 0.9 

13 
12H1MFA (С  0.12%; Cr  1%;            Mo 

< 1.5%; V < 1.5%; high quality steel) 
515 300 21 0.72 4.2 5.8 1.7 

14 Steel St.3 435 245 26 0.78 4.0 5.6 1.12 
15 40H13 (С  0.4%; Cr  13%) 780 400 26 0.95 3.2 5.0 1.35 

16 Steel 20 (C  0.2%) 350 175 28 1.0 3.0 5.0 2.25 

17 U12 (C  1.2%) 650 325 28 1.0 2.8 4.6 1.3 
         Materials with face centered crystal lattice 

18 
12H18N9Т (С  0.12%; Cr  18%;           Ni 

 9%; Ti < 1.5%) 
520 215 38 1.45 2.0 4.0 2.0 

19 
08H17N13М2 (С  0.08%; Cr  17%;     Ni 

 13%; Mo  2%) 
510 200 40 1.35 2.0 4.5 2.2 

20 Ni 450 150 45 2.0 5.0 10 5.0 
21 Al 150 45 50 2.35 6.5 13 6.5 
22 Cu 240 70 55 2.45 7 14.5 7.0 

 

Conclusions 

1. The criterion of the relative strength A depends 
on the structure of the crystal lattice type of the 
material: for the materials with a body centered crystal 
lattice A criterion is < 1 and for the materials with a 
face centered crystal lattice A criterion is > 1. 

2. Between the relative strength criterion A, 
geometric parameters of a sample with concentrator 
(R and b), plastic deformation zone length lp and 
relative elongation δ there is a strong bond of linear 
character, which depends on the structure and type of 
crystal lattice of the material. 

3. Between the relative strength criterion A and 

relative elongation δ there is a dependence that 
characterizes the common to all the investigated 
materials cubic type of symmetry of the crystal lattice, 
which has a linear increasing character, but for the 
materials with a face centered crystal lattice plasticity 
index δ is higher, since A criterion is higher. 
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Model for heating stainless steel by an electron beam 

S. Plotnikov, R. Kimossov, A. Myakinin, A. Turlybekuly, N. Yerdybayeva 

 
The distribution of thermal fields is simulated with the thermal action of the electron beam on 

stainless steel. To obtain data on the temperature distribution in the material, thermal loads are 
modeled. Two heating options were considered - without contact with the surface and with contact with 
the surface. The graphs showing the maximum attainable temperatures with a spot of specified sizes for 
stainless steel 12Х18Н10Т (EN 1.4541) are presented. 

Keywords – modelling, 12Х18Н10Т steel, temperature field. 
 

Introduction 

Development of methods for mathematical 
modeling of physical processes and development of 
computational algorithms for their implementation 
provides opportunities for theoretical description and 
analytical justification of the mechanisms of the effect 
of electron irradiation on materials. In addition, the 
creation of computer simulation systems using 
modern software and the installation of computational 
experiments make it possible to conduct problem-
oriented studies and predict the models of the system's 
behavior in the conditions of a full-scale experiment. 

The software analysis system for finite elements 
ANSYS 13.0 was used to build the model [1-2]. The 
solution of the problem for details of arbitrary 
geometry is found numerically using the built-in 
modules Transient Thermal and Steady-State 
Thermal.   

Modeling 

The material of the sample was 12Х18Н10Т (EN 
1.4541) steel. Two heating options were considered - 
without contact with the surface (Option 1) and with 
contact surfaces (Option 2). The dimensions of the 
finite element model and the physical and technical 
data in both variants were introduced in the 
Mechanical application. The characteristics of the 
model are given in Table 1. 

Fig. 1 shows a fragment of the program showing 
the simulation of the grid. The grid was generated 
automatically. The grid cell size was set manually to 1 
mm. A stack of 4724 elements was obtained. 

Each step of the model corresponded to 1 from the 
heating time, and it took 1000 iterations to solve and 
construct the temperature distribution with heating. 

 

Table 1 
The characteristics of the model 

Sample size 50×10×1 mm 

Density of steel 8055 kg /m3 

Thermal conductivity 13.8 W /m °С 

Specific heat 480 J/kg °C 

Weight of steel sample  40.2·10-3 kg 

Initial temperature 22 °С 

Radius of the heat spot 1·10-3 m 

Heat current density ~1.9·107 W/m2 

 

     

 

 
Fig. 1. Generating the model grid in Ansys 13.0. 
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Fig. 2 shows the program fragments showing the 
graphical result of the calculations. The Fig. shows the 
temperatures at random points located around the 
heating spot. On the left is the temperature scale. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Results of calculating the temperature field without 

contacting surfaces. 

According to calculations, the spot diameter is ~6 
mm. The spot is asymmetrical, stretched to the edge of 
the sample. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Results of calculating the temperature field with 

allowance for contacting surfaces. 

 

Fig. 3 shows the result of the calculation in the 
variant taking into account the contacting surfaces. It 
is seen that the diameter of the spot is reduced to ~3 
mm. The spot is asymmetric, the distribution of 
temperatures with strong edge effects. 

Fig. 4 shows a fragment of the geometry of the 
sample with a temperature distribution along the 
thickness of the sample. The cut is made at a distance 
of 0.1 mm from the center of the heating spot. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Temperature field across the cross section of the 

sample. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Temperature field in the cross section of the sample 

in the presence of contacting surfaces. 
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Fig. 5 shows a fragment of the geometry of the 
sample with a temperature distribution along the 
thickness of the sample in the variant with contacting 
surfaces. The cut is made at a distance of 0.1 mm from 
the center of the heating spot. It is seen that in the 
presence of contacting surfaces, the diameter of the 
spot decreases, and the general form of the 
temperature distribution changes. 

Fig. 6 is a graph showing the change in 
temperature at the center of the heating spot in 20 
steps, which corresponds to 20 seconds. 

 
Fig. 6. Temperature dependence in the center of the spot 

versus time. 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the temperature distribution 
of the sample height for the two options. The distance 
was measured from the center of the spot on the 
surface into the interior of the sample. 

 
Fig. 7. Temperature distribution over sample height in the 

first option. 

 
Fig. 8. Temperature distribution over the sample height in 

the second option. 

 
Fig. 9. Temperature distribution along the length of the 

sample in the second option. 

 
Fig. 10. Temperature distribution over the width of the 

sample in the second option. 

 
Fig. 11. Temperature distribution in the second option. 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of the research, a program was 
developed for modeling the heating of sample 
materials. The developed simulation program makes it 
possible to determine the temperature of a sample 
irradiated with an electron beam. 

The graphs showing the maximum attainable 
temperatures with a spot of specified sizes for 
stainless steel 12Х18Н10Т (EN 1.4541) are presented. 
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